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ABSTRACT

Improved uranium utilization by means of extended burn-
up via routine end-of-cycle coastdown has been analyzed,
with a specific focus on pressurized water reactors. Both
computer and simple analytic models have been developed to
determine the optimal coastdown length. Coastdown has
been compared with the use of higher fuel-enrichment to
achieve comparable burnup values. Temperature and Power
coastdown modes were analyzed and changes in the plant
thermodynamic efficiency determined« Effects on fuel integ-
rity due to coastdown were exapined using a fuel reliability
code (SPEAR). Finally the effects on coastdown duration
of major parameters involved in characterizing reactor
operation and the economic environment were examined.

It was found that natural uranium savings uo to 7% could
be achieved in a typical application by the use of routine
pre-planned coastdown up to the economic optimum. If coast-
down is carried out all the way up to the economic break-
even point yellowcake savings sum up to 16%. Coastdown
is substantially more effective than increasing enrichment
to extend cycle length without coastdown. Thermodynamic
efficiency does not change appreciably during coastdown,
a circumstance which greatly simplifies modeling. Coastdown



was found to have no statistically sianificant effect on
predicted fuel failure rates. Finally, simple back-of-the
envelope analytic models were found to give an excellent
estimate of coastdown duration to both the optimum and
breakeven points, and to correctly track the functional
behavior induced by all major variables.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Foreword

The deferral of commercial fuel reprocessing, due

in part to nuclear proliferation concerns, as reflected

by the Nonproliferation Alternative System Assessment

Program (NASAP)fU-l], has prompted renewed interest in

the status of uranium utilization policy in order to

maximize the energy output from the available U.S. uran-

ium reserves.

Over the past several years, work has been funded

by DOE at MIT to evaluate uranium utilization improve-

ments inPWRs. Work by Fujita [F-2] and more recently by

Sefcik [S-3], has consisted of developing and applying

methodologies for estimating uranium savings in PWRs.

Methods examined include reductions in both axial and

radial leakage, and variations in fuel-to-moderator ratio.

As a part of this earlier work, uranium savings due to

higher burnup by means of extending cycle length using

coastdown. were also considered. The many promising

aspects identifed in this earlier work, plus the contin-

uing existence of some unresolved questions which are

apparently inhibiting increased adoption of this mode

of operation, motivated the present study of the coastdown

option.
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Although a major object of this work has been to

analyze ore utilization improvements in PWRs, the con-

clusions reached in this work apply in most respects to

BWRs as well.

1.2 Background and Previous Work

After the full power end-of-life has been reached

the reactor can be either shut down for refueling or

still made critical at lower electrical output by means

of core "stretchout" or "coastdown."

This alternative allows one to increase the energy

output per ton of fuel with beneficial economical results

[D-3]. The reactor can still be made critical after full

power end-of-life has been reached by utilizing the posi-

tive reactivity insertions from reduced fuel and coolant

temperature (due to their negative temperature/power

coefficients) and from the reduced xenon poisoning at

lower power levels.

The sources of coastdown reactivity are:

(a) The moderator temperature coefficient which

provides extra positive reactivity as the

moderator temperature is decreased, due to

the increase in water density;

(b) The Doppler effect: at lower fuel temperature,
a narrowing of cross section resonances is ex-
perienced, and thus parasitic absorptions in
U-238 are reduced, in turn resulting in inser-
tion of positive reactivity,
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(c) reduced xenon poisoning: the steady-state

xenon concentration is a function of the

magnitude of the neutron flux. The equil-

ibrium xenon concentration is decreased,

hence the neutron economy is improved and

a positive reactivity insertion is achieved.

Operationally, these positive reactivity insertion

methods can be carried out in a PWR in two different

fashions:

(a) The average core moderator temperature can be

reduced below its nominal value, for example

by decreasing the coolant inlet temperature.

The thermal power is kept at its rated value

(e.g., by fully opening the governing valves

to the high-pressure turbine at full thermal

power) but the steam pressure and electrical

output coast down in accordance with the nat-

ural response of the nuclear steam supply sys-

tem (NSSS) and turbine plant, in this mode of

operation the positive reactivity addition is

primarily through the moderator temperature

coefficient.

(b) Reactor thermal power can instead be reduced

which reduces the fuel temperature (and to a

slight extent that of moderator). The second-

ary steam pressure and temperature decrease,

the turbine inlet valve is wide-open, and

therefore the power level of the plant de-

creases. The turbine plant pressure change is

minimized as the load is changed. Positive

reactivity insertion occurs via the Doppler

effect and the reduced xenon concentration.
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Due to the fact that burnup is increased, whereas

the fuel loading is fixed, uranium savings are accom-

plished, along with a concurrent reduction in fuel

cycle cost (up to a point, as we shall see).

Recently, a great deal of interest has been focused

on the evaluation of coastdown as a means to improve

uranium utilization in LWRs. Banister tB-1] studied

the neutronics of extending the irradiation period of a

PWR via coastdown, and the effects on subsequent core

operations. He found that the core power distribution

at BOIi following coastdown is affected; but his results

indicate that radial power sharing limits will not be

exceeded in the cycle following coastdown unless the

average core burnup extension due to coastdown exceeds

3000 MWT/MT. Furthermore, with regard to the neutronics,

Martin [M-3] showed that the reactivity effects of a

coastdown equivalent to two full power months had damped

out almost completely within three cycles following coast-

down. It was also shown that coastdown does not compro-

mise, severely, any neutronic or thermal-hydraulic con-

straints .

Fujita [F-2J developed simple models (Xenon, Protac-

tinium and Temperature/power coefficient) to analyze the

potential uranium savings and reduced fuel cycle cost.

Also, he found, by extensive case-by-case analyses, that
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the net ultimate burnup gain is given by (2/n+l)AB for

a one-time-only coastdown, where AB is the burnup exten-

sion of the coasted cycle.

With regard to the economic advantages of coast-

down, several studies have identified the existence of

an optimal coastdown length. Driscoll, et al [D-3] devel-

oped a model in which capacity factor optimization deter-

mines the optimum coastdown length. The economic analy-

ses of the present work is based on an extension of that

model. Recently, Macnabb [M-l] examined and compared

burnup extension without coastdown with end-of-life cycle

extension through routine coastdown every cycle. His

findings included potential savings in both uranium con-

sumption and fuel cycle costs for coastdown. He pointed

out that the economic benefits of coastdown depend strongly

on the replacement power cost. The features of two coast-

down modes were evaluated in a recent report by Matzie

[M-2]. Feedwater augmentation (reducing feedwater temp-

erature by taking feedwater heaters out of service)

followed by power coastdown yielded 3 to 5% reductions in

uranium utilization

Even more recently, the Yankee Atomic Electric Corp.

has been awarded a contract to study the benefits of

coastdown. Preliminary results [Q-l] have yielded sensi-

tivity coefficients with regard to the optimum coastdown
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length. A linear reactivity vs. burnup model was com-

bined with a simple economics model to determine the most

important coefficients. It was found that depending on

plant capacity factor and replacement energy costs, the

optimum coastdown duration can vary over a wide range.

1.3 Purpose of the Present Work

The main goal of this work is to determine in a com-

prehensive and quantitative manner the advantages of us-

ing coastdown as a means to improve uranium utilization

in current PWRs. Hence a certain amount of economic mod-

eling is of interest in order to optimize the coastdown

length. Of particular interest will be the development

of simple analytic prescriptions incorporating the most

important parameters involved in the optimal use of coast-

down. These formulations will bs checked against a more

exact model (the COASTDOWN code).

An analytic derivation of the relation between net

and first-cycle burnup gains following an isolated coast-

down will be formulated. The derivation will be extended

to cover cycle and discharge burnup following repetitive

routine coastdown (coastdown every cycle).

The effects on plant efficiency of power and temper-

ature coastdown will be analyzed.

A simple model will be developed to calculate the

fractional reduction in natural uranium requirements due
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to coastdown. This model includes consideration of

both the net burnup gain and the change of plant therroo-

dynamic efficiency during coastdown.

Due to the concern expressed by some in regard to

fuel integrity as burnup is increased, the effect on the

fuel failure rate when coastdown is used will be examined

using a fuel performance program.

Yellowcake savings due to coastdown will be deter-

mined for different scenarios and compared with savings

obtained through increased fuel enrichment.

1.4 Outline of the Present Work

The work reported here is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 will be concerned with developing an economic

model to analyze the different parameters involved in

routine coastdown. A simple analytic prescription will

be formulated to calculate the optimum coastdown length.

The net burnp gain formulation is developed. Coastdown

is compared with other alternatives and the ore savings

due to coastdown are determined.

In Chapter 3 the effects on plant efficiency of

power and temperature coastdown are evaluated. Also, a

combination of both coastdown modes is analyzed. In

Chapter 4, a fuel performance program, SPEAR, is used to

evaluate the effect on fuel integrity of extending burnup

by two alternative means: increasing enrichment to extend
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full power burnup without coastdcwn vs. increasing

burnup via coastdown. Fuel failure rates are determined

for each case.

In Chapter 5, the effects on coastdown effective-

ness of the number of fuel batches, capacity factor, re-

fueling down-time, time at power without coastdown, re-

placement energy and unscheduled outages during coast-

down, are analyzed, using the COASTDOWN code.

Finally, in Chapter 6, the results and conclusion

of this study will be summarized, along with recommenda-

tions for future work. An appendix is included contain-

ing the COASTDOWN user's manual.
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CHAPTER 2

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF COASTDOWN

2.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to define all the

economic parameters involved in energy production by a

nulcear unit and then to provide an economic model for

the calculation of the optimum coastdown length as deter-

mined by application of economic criteria.

Once the economic model is defined, a computer code

(COASTDOWN CODE) is devised to facilitate parametric studies.

The effect of all important parameters is studied to

determine their effect on the optimum strategy when coast-

down is employed as a fuel management option.

The assumptions employed during the development of

the economic model are examined in some detail. The addi-

tional burnup gained through coastdown is calculated for

periods of optimum length and for coastdown to economic

breakeven.

A numerical comparison between coastdown and the use

of higher reload fuel enrichment is then performed to eval-

uate the ore savings attained by these competing strategies.

2.2 Derivation of Economic Model

In this section system energy cost is chosen as an

optimization goal.
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The total energy (kwhre) commitment is ET, assumed to be

the value for a nuclear unit operated at a capacity factor,

L » 1.0; then

actual nuclear energy * E?L (kwhre)

replacement energy • ET (1-L) (kwhre)

The required revenue for delivered electricity is

E Te g * e bE TL + e rE T (1- L) + 5ET er

where:

e = replacement energy cost (mills/kwhre)

e, = busbar energy cost (mills/kwhre)

and the factor + 6ET has been added to allow for the

fact one might need more or less energy than E_.

Then the system energy cost is given by:

s = eb L + er (1- L) + 6ET (millsAwhre) (2.1)es =

Optimization of e with respect to L, burnup or cycle dur-

ation does not involve 6, hence its magnitude is irrelevant.

The busbar energy cost is given by:

eb = 8?60°L t<{) ( l } + ( l ) ] + ef (mills/kwhre) (2.2)

where:
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<j> = annual fixed charge rate = -~- (yr~ )

I _ specific cost of unit ($/Kwe)

^ - annual operating cost ($/Kwe yr)

ef - fuel cycle cost, which in the present study is

represented as follows:

1
MiCiFiGi1 + [MfabCBFBGBl

l-I.JJ

To develop the meaning of the terms in Eq. (2.3),

let us consider the cash flow diagram shown in Fig. 2.1

in which the n t h batch of a reactor core, consisting of

a succession of n identical steady-state batches, is con-

sidered and where the origin of the time coordinate (time-

zero) is the start of irradiation of the first batch. It

is assumed that revenue and depreciation charges for each

batch are represented by single payments at the middle

of the irradiation interval.

The first term between brackets in Eg. (2.3) is the

composite front-end transaction and the second term is

the composite back-end transaction.

Moreover, front-end transactions are considered as

a depreciable investment whereas back-end transactions are

considered as an expensed cost.

The terms in Eq. (2.3) are defined as follows:



o r e

swu

-fab

ORE SWU FAB

T - + Tf c

Revenues

VTc

Tn
T

Irradiation time-T.n-

BOC(time zero)

Tn

GOC

T * Intra-refueling Interval

Fig. 2.1 Cash Plow Diagram for Nuclear Fuel Transactions
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M. = front-end transaction quantity involved

in the ith step (1b U30g, KgSWU or KgHH).

Ci * front-end unit price of the i step

($/lbU3O8, S/KgSWU, $/KgHM).

Fi = "Composite discounting factor" and given bys

(P/F, x, t.) l
F. = [ ^ rj-] (2.4)
1 (P/F, x, 2£) (1-T) X T

where:

t^ = lead time for i step relative to the start

of irradiation.

n = number of steady-state batches.

T = total cycle length.

x = discount rate; given by:

x = U-t)fbrb + fsrs (2.5)

T = tax fraction

fb = debt fraction

f = equity fraction » (1-f.)

rb = rate of return to bond holders

rg= rate of return to stock holders

J
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and the term (P/F, x, t) is the present worth factor

(using standard nomenclature: see any recent text in

engineering economics, i.e., Ref. [W-2]) and equal to:

(P/F, x, t) « « e"xt (2.6)
(F/P, x, t)

for continuous compounding. The term G. can be desig-

nated as a "Composite escalation factor" and given by:

G. = (P/F, y, nT/2-ti) (2.7)

where y is the escalation rate. It has been assumed that

the escalation rate for the i step equals the escalation

rate for electricity, in order to simplify the calcula-

tions .

The terms in the composite back-end transaction

are defined as follows:

M_ . = heavy metal per batch loaded into the

core (KgHM)

C_ = back-end unit cost ($/KgHM)

Fg = back-end composite discounting factor, and

given by:

v s (P/F, x, ti) (2.8)
rB IP/F, X, nT/2)
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where t. is the lag time relative to the end of irrad-

iation time.

G_ - back-end composite escalation factor, and

given by:

GB - (P/F, y, nT/2 + tb) (2.9)

Notice that just one representative back-end transaction

is considered, whereas .other economics models [A-l, C-l,

H-l] consider each back-end transaction as they occur.

The electrical energy produced by each identical

equilibrium batch during its residence time in the core

is:

E = 8760 . HnLT (Hwhre) (2.10)

where:

H * reactor thermal power rating (Mwth)

n * plant thexmodynamic efficiency (Hwe/Hwth)

L = cycle average capacity factor

T » intra-refueling interval (years)

When routine coastdown is used the cycle length is

varied from that of normal operation. In Fig. 2.2 opera-

tion with and without coastdown is illustrated.



Power
Level

(Cycle without coastdown)

1.0 . -

Power
Level

(Cycle with Coastdown)

L. * Capacity factor during normal operation

L • Instantaneous capacity factor (power level)

at the start of coastdown, which ends at power L

Tf - Normal operating cycle length

Tf • Pre-coastdown cycle length

T * Coastdown duration
c

T » Refueling downtime

Fig. 2.2 Capacity Factor and Cycle Duration
With and Without Coastdown
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Referring to Fig. 2.2, the cycle length in each

case is:

T = T- +T O (without coastdown) (2.11)
O IO R
T » T. +T +T_ (with coastdown) (2.12)

£ C R

where:

Tf = duration of at-power operation with coastdown

Tf - duration of at-power operation before starting
coastdown

TR = refueling downtime

Lf = operating capacity factor

L - instantaneous capacity factor (power level)
at the start of coastdown, ideally 1.0

T = coastdown durationc

n = number of steady state batches

Without coastdown the cycle burnup is given by:

B = LfTfQ (2.13)

while cycle burnup with coastdown, assuming a linear coast,

is:
T

BC = L-T-+ - £ (L„+L ) (2.14)
«t £ 2 "̂ *•

and the gross coastdown increment is equal to:

Then, the net burnup increment is just:
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BC-B _
L f T c + 7 T c ( L c

The lifiear reactivity model of core behavior has

been used to derive an expression for the net equilibrium

coastdown burnup increment, which is just a fraction of

the gross burnup increment (see section 2.5), provided

that cycle thermodynamic efficiency does not vary during

coastdown - an issue which will be addressed in Chapter

3. Therefore, the above statement can be expressed as

follows:

B° - B = 7nW (V V ^2.17)

Substitution of these relations into Eq (2.16) leads to:

Lx) (2.18)

which can be solved to yield;

Tf

Let us define the coastdown rate as

L c " L xr - ~ %power/100/day (2.20)
c
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Substituting Eq (2.20) into Eq (2.19) and after some

algebraic manipulation, the equilibrium cycle length

before the startup of coastdown is given by:

and the total cycle length when coastdown is employed

(Eq 2.12) becomes:

The overall capacity factor must next be defined in

terms of coastdown length, T , as the energy produced dur-
c

ing the cycle of length T_, plus the energy produced dur-

ing coastdown, divided by the maximum energy which could

have been produced during the entire cycle; thus, recall-

ing the terminology and relationships of Fig. 2.2:

L_¥f4cvyc (2...vv\ (2*23)

Substituting Eq (2.20) and Eq (2.21) into Eq (2.23) and

after some algebraic manipulation, the overall capacity

factor becomes:
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2 r 2
LfTfo+7HTir(TcLc- 2 Tc (2.24)

As seen in both Eqs (2.22) and (2.24), both cycle

length and overall capacity factor depend on coastdown

length as, therefore, does the fuel cycle cost.

Tho system energy cost has been defined previously

in Eq (2.1) as:

es = eb L + e
r
( 1~ L ) (mills/kwhre) (2.25)

and, if the expression for busbar cost is rewritten as:

1000 .. ,1. . 0., . a A.
eb = sTeTT^T* + S)3 +ef = L + ef

(2.26)

where A is defined as the fixed costs of the plant ($/Mwe)

Thus the system energy cost becomes:

eg = (J + ef) L + e r (1-L) (mills/kwhre) (2.27)

This equation can be rewritten as:

eg = (A + er) -L (er +ef) (mills/kwhre) (2.28)

Thus, the optimum coastdown length which maximizes the

second term in Eq (2.28V which is dominated by the
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capacity factor L, will optimize the system energy cost.

As described in the next section, a computer pro-

gram has been written in which the minimum system energy

cost or the maximum capacity factor, can be found, there-

fore, the optimum coastdown length.

When the fuel cycle costs are approximated as being

constant, Eq (2.24) can be used to derive an expression

for the optimum coastdown duration, which, as, will be

shown in Table 2.1, yields an acceptable approximation to

the exact computer derived solution.

To develop this useful result set g~- = 0, then
c

(2.29)

Rearranging, and after straightforward algebra, the

following quadratic equation is found:

T c
2 +[(n+l)Tfo+2TR]Tc+[(n+l)(Lf-

Lc)Tfo~2LcTR] ? " °

(2.30)

which ein be rewritten as:

T_2 +AT_ + B - 0 (2.31)

where

A » (n+l)Tfo+2TR C2.32)
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(n+l)(Lf-Lc)Tfo-2LcTR

Solving this quadratic equation for T and choosing the

positive root:

(A2-4B)'S (2.34)

Expanding the square root, noting that:

(l-x)** - 1 - ^ x - \ x2--^|- - ..., and (2.35)

substituting Eqs (2.32) and 2.33) into Eq (2.35) gives:

(Lf - Lc) T - 2LcTR

c r

We also have that:

(2.37)

which if substituted into Eq (2.36) yields:

L -L, L_(n-1) T ,, ,_,
m _ c 3 _ O R (2.38)
c r r[(n+l)TfQ + 2TR]

This equation provides a "second order approximation"

for the optimum coastdown duration.
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Since the second term is much smaller than the first,

the above expression becomes:

(2.39)

which is a "first order approximation" to the optimum

coastdown duration.

Table 2.1 presents the results of a parametric study

of the preceding relations.

A computer generated solution (COASTDOWN code) when

no fuel cycle costs are considered is in the first column,

designated "exact."

The other columns show the results of applying Equa-

tions (2.38) and (2.39). As can be seen, all the approx-

imations would be acceptable in view of the very shallow

nature of the overall capacity factor vs. coastdown dur-

ation curve (Fig. 2.3).

Later these results will be compared with those ob-

tained when fuel cycle costs are considered. Once the

optimum coastdown has been reached the utility can still

contemplate continuing coastdown up to the breakeven

point without penalizing their customers.

In order to derive an expression for the breakeven

interval one has to find a T value which matches the

value of the overall capacity factor without coastdown.
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TABLE 2,1

Comparison of Optimum Coastdown
Duration Estimates*

Variation

Base case

TR S

TR S

Tfo

Tfo

Lc s

Lc =

L f •

=0.15 (yr)

=0.25 (yr)

- 1.4 (yr)

=0.4 (yr)

= 0.8

= 0.9

= 0.6

Lf • 0.8

n =

n «

n »

n <•

r •

r =

er s

er a

ef a

BASE

2

4

5

6

0.4%/day

0.6%/day

' 30$/Mwhre

« 60$/Mwhre

t 5$/Mwhre

1 9$/Mwhre

! CASE TR '

n »

Tc(exact)

64

70

76

66

68

28

48

87

48

66

63

61

60

83

56

67

67

66

74

• 0.1 yr, T f Q - 0

3, r » 0.5%/day,

Tc(2nd order)

67

71

77

65

76

27

47

86

48

70

66

65

64

84

56

67

67

67

67

.9 yr, Lc = 1.0,

er » 48$/Mwhre,

Tc

Lf
ef

(1st order)

74

80

90

69

88

34

54

92

56

74

74

74

74

93

62

74

74

74

74

- 0.7

• 7$/Mwhre

*A11 quantities in days.
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Thus: L = L ; then using Eqs (2.24) and (2.37)

i • V TR

(2.40)

Solving for T one finds that:

r[(n+l)Tfo+2TR]

Note that this expression is just twice the optimum coast-

down duration previously derived in Eq (2.38). This alter-

native is restrained by fuel integrity considerations.

As seen in Table 2.2, the assertion that breakeven

coastdown is twice the optimum coastdown duration is con-

firmed. The values in the first and second column are com-

puter generated (COASTDOWN code) and designated "exact" while

in the 3rd and 4th columns are the values generated from

Eqs (2.38) and (2.41) respectively.

This supports the adoption of a strategy in which

pre-planned coastdown to the optimum is routinely employed



TABLE 2.2

Comparison of Optimum and
Breakeven Coastdown Intervals*

Variation

Base case

T R = 0.15 (yr)

TR = 0.25 (yr)

Tfo = 1* 4 (yr)

Tfo ~ °*4

Lc = 0.8

Lc = 0.9

L » 0.6c

Lf » 0.8

n - 2

n = 6

n » 5

n « 6

r • 0.4%/day

T (exact]c

64

70

76

66

68

28

48

87

48

66

63

61

60

. 83

1 T "(exact)c

134

141

156

129

150

54

94

172

96

139

130

130

120

168

T (Eq. 2.38)

67

71

77

65

76

27

67

86

48

7Ü

66

65

64

84

T "(Eq 2.41)c

134

142

154

130

152

54

94

172

96

140

132

130

132

168

continued



Variation

r = 0.6%/day

er = 30$/day

er = 60$/Mwhre

ef = 5$/Mwhre

e_ = 9$/Mwhre

TABLE 2.2 continuation

Comparison of Optimum and
Breakeven Coastdown Intervals*

T (exact)c

56

67

67

66

74

Tc
b(exact)

112

134

134

130

154

T (Eq. 2,38)

56

67

67

67

67

T D(Eq 2.41)c

112

134

134

134

134

*A11 quantities in days.
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and the additional margin to breakeven regarded as a con-

tingency period, much as some utilities now regard the

time available between normal end of life and optimum

coastdown.

Up to this point the fuel cycle and replacement

energy costs have not been considered in the determina-

tion of the optimum coastdown duration. Thus we must

seek an expression for optimum coastdown when they are

introduced into the analysis.

The system energy cost has been defined in Eq (2.28}

as:

e s (A+e_) -L(e +ef) (millsAwhrel (2.42)

The objective is to find the Tc that minimizes the

system energy cost. In addition the fuel cycle cost has

been defined in Eq (2.3) as:

ef = * 1 1 F * f a b B B B ($/Mwhre) (2.43)
8766 , H i ) L T

Moreover, Eq (2.43) can be rewritten as:

(2.44)

8766 . H i )
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The term between brackets can be approximated as a con-

stant because it is not heavily dependent on coastdown

duration (whereas L and T are) in which case Eq (2.44)

becomes: r

•f-CT - (2*45)

or

efL = £
 (2*46)

Then, Eq (2.42) can be written as:

(A + e r)-e rL + ̂  . (2.47)

desSetting g=— = 0 yields:

, n (2.48)

Substituting Eq (2.46) into Eq (2.48) leads to:

dL _ V « d T , Q (2#49)

Noting that |£- - g^ %~> E(* (2.49) becomes:

, _ dL efL. dT
(- er aT )

From Eq (2.22) we notice that:

dT . (n-1) L c - r T
c

3f7 = X (1) Lf

which has to be non-zero, otherwise T will be negative,
c

therefore: ^ _
AT

 ef L

" er S " — " ° (2'52)
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Taking the derivative of L (Eq 2.24) with respect to T

gives:

2 dTc 2
 d T

c

dL *n+TLc "3T" " n+T r Tc "dT"3 T - L T C2.53)

Using Eqs 2.51, 2.52, and 2,53, and rearranging one finds:

e
r '

e

r

2L_(L - r T ) e
r ' e f

* c . . . „ „ - L r r » 0 (2.54)
if - in-lj Uic - rTcl

 e
r »*«^*i

Replacement of L by its defining relation, Eq (2.24), and

after considerable but straightforward algebra, leads to:

A e^ - e.
2 «—I e— *"e* _ / r i

Tc '

[2LfLc ( l - e r
e

e f ) -L£T£or

" 2LfTRrJ

CB"1)

2L fLcTR = 0
(2.551

Notice that if fuel cycle costs are equal to zero, Eq (2.55)

leads to Eq (2.38), which is the optimum coastdown duration
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when the fuel cycle cost is approximated as being constant.

Order of magnitude analysis using base case data shows

that both the cubic and square terms are neglible. Then,

using Eq (2.37) and rearranging Eq (2.55), one finds:

(Lc-Lo) [(n+l)Tfo+2TR] - (n-l)L o+2L c(—tj) (Tfo+TR)

r[(n+l)Tfo+2TR] +2Le(^-) t r - ^
5 " + i f « ^ " «

(2.56)

When only the lead terms in the numerator and denom-

inator are retained, one obtains the previously cited first

order approximation,

L -L
Tcop s " £ T - 2 <2'57>

and when ef » 0, the so-called "second order approximation,"

Eq (2.38) is obtained:

L -L L (n-l)T_
T • c ° - _ ° R_ (2
cop r rl(n+l)Tfo+2TRj

 v '

This new expression (Eq 2.56) has been tested against

the exact model used in the COASTDOWN code, as shown in

Table 2.3, and found to be quite accurate.



Variation

Base case

TR = 0.15

TR = 0.25

T f o = 1.4

T f Q = 0.4

Lc = 0.8

Lc = 0.9

Lf - 0.6

Lf - 0.8

n = 2

n = 4

n « 5

n = 6

(yr)

(yr)

(yr)

(yr)

Comparison

T (exact)

73

76

82

69

86

36

55

90

56

76

71

69

66

TABLE 2.3
of Higher Order

(*)When e. j<o

Approximat ions

T*> (exact) T (Eq2.56) Tc c c

154

161

173

142

197

52

114

192

116

164

148

143

140

79

82

88

76

89

40

59

96

62

85

75 .

73

71

(Eq 2.38)

67

71

77

65

76

27

47

86

48

70

66

65

64

T c Net

30

32

35

28

38

18

26

32

26

47

21

15

10

continued



Variation

r - 0.4%/day

r - 0.6%/day

e_ * 30$/Mwhre

er « 60$/Mwhre

e- = 5$/Mwhre

e, » 9$/Mwhre

TABLE 2.3 continuation

Comparison of Higher Order Approximations

T (exact)c

90

62

79

71

69

77

When e~ 5*0 '

T b (exact)c

193

128

167

150

140

156

f

T (Eq2.56)

99

66

87

76

75

83

T (Eq 2.38)
w

84

56

67

67

67

67

Tc Net

37

26

34

29

28

33
00

*A11 quantities in days.
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Because the system energy cost vs. coastdown duration

curve generated by the COASTDOWN code (Fig. 2.4) is flat

near the optimum, all of the approximate expressions de-

drived for the optimum coastdown duration are useful tools

for this calculation.

Furthermore, note that the second order corrections

for the effects of the capacity factor and fuel cycle costs

tend to cancel each other. Hence, the simple first order

approximation is surprisingly accurate.

The reader may be familiar with other published analy-

ses which cite smaller values for the optimum coastdown

duration. This is because they measure coastdown from the

end of a cycle without coastdown up to its completion,

whereas in the present work the optimum duration is measured

from the start of coastdown operation (which begins before

the normal end-of-cycle) to its completion.

Thus, what these published analyses claim as coast-

down duration is just a net value of the optimum coastdown

length, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

This net value is given by:

Tc n e t * T cop + T f - T fo ( 2 ' 5 9 }

where T is the optimal coastdown length.
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Note that:

TF Tfo n+T lTcLc 1 lc ' Lf

which leads to:

T net - Tc [ 1 - (;££) r 2 ( l - - j£— Te ) ] (2.61)

c op n+i ii£ *ii op

Setting

LfTfo (2.62)

L
Tfo+TR

and rearranging Eq 2.61 yields

T c n e t - - 2 - - a [ 1 -

which is the expression for the net coastdown duration.

Table 2.3 gives the results of a parametric study of Tc net

and the exact coastdown duration generated by the COASTDOWN

code.
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2.3 A Computer Code for Parametric Studies
The COASTDOWN Code

As has been seen in the previous section, routine

coastdown has been modeled, and a parametric study carried

out to determine the conditions leading to an optimum.

Due to the considerable number of variables involved, a

computer code will facilitate greatly such a parametric

study.

The COASTDOWN code calculates the present worth value

of the front-end fuel cycle transactions given the mass

flow per batch, the costs of each transaction (in $/lb U,0Q

$/kg SWU and $/Kg HM) , the applicable lead time and the

components of the discount rate (Eq 2.5). This permits

consideration of any change that could occur in the finan-

cial environment.

The annual fixed charge rate, 0, is obtained in order

to calculate the fixed cost of the plant, "A" in Eq 2.26,

given capital investments and operating costs.

In addition, the back-end cost (S/Kg HM) and its re-

spective lag time must be provided as well as the replace-

ment energy cost.

Once a representative set of parameters for a given

reactor are input (thermal power, efficiency, mass flows,

etc), other parameters characterizing the cycle mode can
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be varied, that is, refueling downtime, time at power

without coastdown, capacity factor at beginning of coast-

down, availability based capacity factor and coastdown

rate.

Any of these parameters can be varied, as well as

the number of batches in the core, following the economic

model previously cited.

Appendix A contains the COASTDOWN code user's manual,

together with a sample problem: the base case referred to

in the Tables of this chapter.

A listing of the COASTDOWN code is given in Appendix A.

The print-out contains the following information: all vari-

ables input on the financial side, the energy information

previously cited (thermodynamic efficiency, number of

batches, mass flows, etc), as well as the result of the

calculation: the cycle duration, overall capacity factor,

fuel cycle costs, system energy costs and the net coast-

down duration that corresponds to each value of the coast-

down period in days.

The optimum coastdown duration can be found by identi-

fying: the maximum value of the capacity factor (in the

case that fuel cycle costs are not considered) or the min-

imum value of the system energy cost.

Results of the parametric studies performed with this

code are discussed in Chapter 5.
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2.4 Analysis of Approximations

Nuclear fuel cycle analysis deals with a sequence

of steps which involve different types of transactions and

cash-flows. Front-end transactions are considered as a

depreciable investment, whereas back-end transactions (on

the once-through fuel cycle) are considered as expensed

costs.

A number of computer models have been developed to make

such calculations, such as MITCOST-II [C-l] , GEM IH.-1], and

the less sophisticated SIMMOD [A-l].

The economic model developed in this work, as embodied

in the computer program "COASTDOWN", follows the SIMMOD ap-

proach, which considers a reactor core consisting of "n"

identical steady-state batches, sharing equally in core resi-

dence times and having equal reload and discharge enrichments,

In COASTDOWN it is assumed that revenues and expenses

occur at the mid-point of the irradiation interval. The

pseudo cash-flow formulation is employed [A-l]. The similar

model used in SIMMOD was checked by Abbaspour against the

more sophisticated code MITCOST-II IC-1]. The discrepancy

between SIMMOD and MITCOST-II was found to be less than 3 per-

cent for a wide range of input variables. Two-thirds of the

discrepancy was attributed to the fact that the startup

batches in the first core are not considered. The effects
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of the under-irradiated shutdown batches at the end of

reactor life were found to be insignificant due to the heavy

discounting of far-future transactions. Only one-fifth of

the discrepancy arises due to the assumption that revenues,

expenses and depreciation charges are represented by a sin-

gle mid-point cash-flow compounded discretely Cwhereas in

the real case they are more nearly continuous cash-flows

compounded continuously1,

The COASTDOWN program has in turn been checked against

SIMMOD.

To make this comparison a reactor system was chosen

and its fuel cycle cost calculated with the COASTDOWN model

(assuming a net coastdown duration equal to zero) and with

SIMMOD.

The system selected for this purpose has been previ-

ously used by Abbaspour [A-l] to check SIMMOD against

MITCOST-II: a 3-batch PWR, designed by Combustion Engineer-

ing; Table 2.4 [A.I] shows the fuel cycle characteristics
TM

of the System 80 PWR; mass and burnup parameters for non-

equilibrium batches are given in Table 2.5 [A-l].

On the basis of this information the quantity of each

fuel cycle transaction was calculated; the results are listed

in Table 2.6 [A-l] for steady-state batches. Also shown in

this Table are the other parameters necessary for the calcu-

lations of fuel cycle cost.
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TABLE 2.4

Characteristics of a Representative PWR* [A-l]

Number of Fuel assemblies

Number of fuel rods

Core equivalent diameter

Active fuel length

Total core heat output

Average linear heat rate

Primary system pressure

Core inlet temperature

Core outlet temperature

Average full power

moderator temperature

Fuel management

Average cycle burnup

Average reload enrichment

Discharge exposure

Capacity factor
Fissile residual in

discharged fuel:

total fissile (w/o)

U-235 (w/o)

fissile Pu (w/o)

241

56,876

143 in. (363.2 cm)

150 in. (381.0 cm)

3,800 MW

5.34 kw/ft (175.8 w/cm)

2,250 psi (15,513.2 Kpa)

565°F (569.3°K)

621°F (600.4°K)

549°F (585.4°K)

3 batches, mixed central zone

10,120 MWD/MTHM

3.07

30,636 MWD/MTHM

75%

1.55

0.86

0.69

*CE's System 80TM



TABLE 2.5

Characteristics of Core Start-Up Batches [A-l]

Batch
Number

Initial
Enrichment

(w/o)

lit

Discharged Total U
HM Charged Enrichment Discharged

(MTU) 2 3 5U (w/o) (kg)

Total
Fissile Pu
Discharged

gr/kq HM Charged

Discharged
Burnup

(MWD/MTHM)

1.66 34.119 0.73 243 4.002 12,748

4
(steady
state)

2.21

2.81

3.07

32.232

32.962

34.190

0.69

0.77

0.86

214

244

287

4.484

5.031

6.800

21,811

28,997

30,360



Transaction

TABLE 2.6

Base Case Fuel Cycle Transactions [A-l]

Lead or

Pay for UjOg

Pay for conversion or for UFg

Pay for separative work*

Pay for fabrication

Pay for shipping fuel to reprocessing

Pay for waste disposal

Credit for VJOQ

Credit for conversion or for UFg

Credit for separative work

Credit for Pu

Lag Time (yr)

-1.0467

-05417

-0.5417

-0.2083

0.5

0.75

1

1

1

1

unit

35

4.0

85

101.0

15.0

100.0

-35

-4.0

-85

Cost

$/lb

S/kg

$/swu

$/kg

$/kg

$/kg

$/lb

$/kg

$/kg

-27140 $/kg

Quantity

5.005 *

1.9155

1.5211

3.3764

3.3764

3.3764

1.1246

3.3764

3.3764

230.0 ]

: 105 lb

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

<9

105

105

10*

10*

10*

105

10*

10*

kg

kg SWU

kg

kg

kg

ib u3o8

kg

kg

Ul
00

Tails assay enrichment is assumed to be 0.2% (w/o)

(Continued)
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TABLE 2.6 (continuation)

Base Case Fuel Cycle Transactions [A-l]

Energy History

E = 8.41462 x lO 6 kwhre

H = 3,800 MWTH

N = 30 batches

n = 0.342, MWe/MWTH

^ . D . = 0.125 (yr), refueling downtime

tc = 0.9849 yrs, intra-refueling interval

t = 2.8297 yrs, irradiation interval

L a 0.75, capacity factor

L1 = 0.8599, availability-based capacity factor

Economic Parameters

T - 50%

fb - 0.5

fs = °*5

rb = 8%/yr

rg = 14%/yr

x =9%/yr

ye
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The fuel cycle cost i s being calculated with COAST-

DOWN by:

[ J l M i C i F i G i ] » [MfabCBFBGBl ( 2 . 6 4 )

f

where the first term between brackets is the composite

front-end transaction and the second term between brackets

is the composite back-end transaction.

As can be seen,the COASTDOWN model assumes just a

single equivalent back-end transaction, whereas other fuel

cycle cost models [A-l, C-l, H-l] consider individual back-

end transactions as shown in Fig. 2.5.

The present worth value, at the mid-ooint of the irrad-

iation interval, of the back-end transactions as they are

considered by SIMMOD in then-current dollars is:

x,^) (F/P,x,tr/2) (2.65)

where:

C± = unit cost of the i
t n step, ($/Kg)

M = mass flow quantity, (Kg)

t± = lag time with respect to the time at which the

batch was discharged (yrs)

t = irradiation interval, (yrs)
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Revenues
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Irradiation Interval

t2

BOC EOC
C xMi ^2^2

(SIMHOD
Model)

CiMi

Fig. 2.5 Back-End Fuel Cycle Transactions as
Considered by COASTDOWN and SIMMOD
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Substituting for the composite back-end transaction factor

in Eq (2.64) by Eq (2.65) yields:

[.$- M.C.F.G.] + [J.M.C.G, (P/F,x,t ) (F/P, X, t /2)]
ef (CD) = 1 * 1 * 1 * •— 1 x 1 1 * i £

E

(2.66)

Equation (2.66) gives the levelized fuel cycle cost includ-

ing the effect of considering individual back-end transac-

tions, as is done by SIMMOD.

For the general case, a single equivalent back-end

transaction can be calculated by using the present worth

value formulation as follows:

(2.67)

where:

Cß = unit cost of the single equivalent back-end tran

saction at the end of the cycle, ($/kgHM).

Notice that transactions that provide credits are to be

considered as negative expenses.

This single equivalent back-end transaction can be

substituted into the COASTDOWN model for the (COM- . ) pro-
B fab

duct in order to calculate the levelized fuel cycle cost

(Eq 2.64).
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Let us compare SIMMOD with COASTDOWN using the

previously mentioned data» the fuel cycle cost is:

e£ (SIMMOD) = 5.6526 mills/kwhre

ef (COASTDOWN) = 5.689 mills/kwhre

and thus:

ef (COASTDOWN) - ef (SIMMOD)
0.644%

ef (SIMMOD)

which is only a slight difference.

Equation 2.67 can be used for either once-through

or recycle modes, and when input to the COASTDOWN model,

Eq.(2.64) yields the fuel cycle cost.

Finally we conclude that the accuracy of the COAST-

DOWN mode, is confirmed by SIMMOD. As a result, this

model can now be employed for determination of the over-

all levelized fuel cycle cost.
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2.5 Additional Burnup Gain Due to Coastdown

In this section the expressions that relate the net

incremental burnup gain due to the use of routine coastdown

after full power end-of-life has been reached will be esti-

mated.

In a multi-batch core the fuel is burned an amount Bc

MWD/MT, and then is coasted for an amount AB_, however the

net burnup gain is only a fraction of AB . due to the fact

that in the cycle following coastdown (n =̂-) of the .fuel is

more depleted than it would have been had refueling taken

place at the end-of-cycle.

Perturbations in the discharge burnup in a given

cycle propagate into subsequent cycles in a convergent

oscillatory behavior.

An expresison relating the net burnup gain as a func-

tion of the batch size and the incremental burnup due to

coastdown in each cycle is developed below:

Consider a sequence of cycles in an-batch core:

Batch no: 1, 2, 3....n...k (newest batch)

Cycle no. l...j (current cycle)

Notice that n fuel batches must be charged to start up

the core for its initial burnup cycle. Thus, the fresh-

est batch (inserted at the beginning of cycle j) is batch:

k - j + n-1
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(e.g., In a 3-batch core, the 4th batch is inserted at

the beginning of the second cycle.)

The burnup in the xth cycle can be considered as

the superposition of steady state and incremental values,

that is:

B (2.68)

Thus, a reactivity balance at the end of cycle j yields:

batch batch no. react iv i ty

newest k = j + n - 1 pQ -A(l .B + AB.

next k j + n - 2 po-A(2.BC + AB.+B._1

oldest k « j + n - n pQ-A(n.Bc + +.. «B. n + 1)

* this part
sums to zero
since it is
the steady
state con-
tribution

hence this sum must
also equal zero

Notice that in the second sum B. appears n times, &B._.

appears (n-1) times and so on, while AB. , appears only

once, thus one can say:
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n.AB. + "z (n-x)AB. » 0 (2.69)
3 x»l 3 x

then the cycle perturbation Is given by:

AB. = - £ n£*(n-x)AB. (2.70)
3 n x=l 3~x

This expression provides us with the capability of writing

out successive cycle perturbations given those preceding.

Now, let us re-index that sequence, make a perturbation

in cycle j = 0 (noting that AB for all j<0 are zero) and

follow it through successive cycles:

ABQ = AB0

&B1 = " E [ (n"1) AB0

(n-2)ABQ]

- i [(n-l)ABn_2+...+2AB1+l.ABg]

i [(n-l)ABn_1+..+2AB2+l.AB1
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i

The net sum of all successive perturbations is:

«SB • E ABy (2.71)
y=0

On the right hand side of the above sequence of equations

note that the sequence in the first vertical column is

- i (n-1)SB, in the second column - jpn-2) 6B and so forth.

In order to clarify the above statement let us use an example

taking n • 5.

AB0

AB1

AB 2

AB3

AB4

AB5

B6

B?

= AB Q

= - i[4AB

, . U4AB

= - J[4AB

3_

= _ i[4AB

i

a - i[4AB

» - i[4AB

O1

1 + 3ABO

2 + 3 A B1

3 + 3 A B2

4 + 3AB3

5 + 3AB4

, + 3AB.

]

+2AB0]

+ 2ABX + AB0]

+ 2AB2 + ABj^

+ 2AB3 + AB2]

+ 2AB, + AB3 ]
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On the right hand side there are (n-1) = 4 columms; each

of them sums to AB times an appropriate constant. The

left hand side also sums to B.

In general therefore:

(SB = ABQ -i [(n-1) + (n-2) +...]6B (2.72)

Eq (2.72) can also be written as follows:

SB = AB Q-i[ Z i]6B (2.73)

Note that:

Consequently Eq (2.73) becomes:

SB = AB0-I[
n(J!+!2]6B (2.74)

Solving for 6B yields:

5B = (r!r)ABn (2.75)

This expression was also found by Fujita [F-l] by infer-

ence from cycle-by-cycle analyses for n-batch cores.

Then, if one starts with a steady state cycle and

keeps the reload composition fixed, use of coastdown to
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extend cycle burnup an increment, ABQ, results in a net
2

ultimate cycle burnup gain of ' » »» -

Also of interest i s the net ultimate discharge burnup

gain due to repetitive coastdown every cycle.*

Let us recall that discharge burnup is just cycle

burnup times n. That i s :

Bd = n.Bc (2.76)

or

n6B - n(-|T-)AB„ ' (2.77)

Note the following important points:

(a) While the net cycle burnup extension decreases

with the number of fuel batches, n,

(b) the discharged fuel burnup extension increases

monotonically with n, and

(c) repetitive coastdown yields an average fuel dis-
charge burnup which is less than the discharge
burnup of the oldest batch following a one-time-
only coastdown.

*see Appendix C for clarification of the
equivalence of the net burnup summed over
cycles follow a one-time-only coastdown and
the net burnup achieved in each identical
steady state cycle in which repetitive coastdown
i s employed: an identity which may not ba immediately
obvious
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2.6 Comparison of Coastdown with Other Alternatives

As shown in the last section, additional burnup is

gained due to the cycle extension when coastdown is carried

out at end-of-cycle. The benefits include the potential

for achieving lower system energy costs if the savings in

fuel cycle costs are not offset by high replacement energy

costs, and improved fuel utilization by extracting extra

energy from a fixed amount of mined uranium.

A comparison is made in this section between fuel

management schemes at two different burnup levels: a

reference cycle of 29730 Mwd/MTHM and a higher exposure

option of 32197 MWD/MTHM. The latter value is the burn-

up attained when the reference cycle is extended 74 days

(the optimum economic length by means of coastdown).

Five cases are examined and their fuel cycle cost

and ore requirement per Gwe . yr are determined. These

cases are:

Reference case: A typical current fuel cycle for a PWR.

(designated the "base case" in section

2.2)

Discharge burnup = 29730 MWD/MTHM.

Case A: Same case as the reference cycle but with end-

of-cycle coastdown. Reactor is shutdown after

74 days of coastdown, achieving a discharge burn-

up of 32,197 MWD/MTHM.

Case B: Same core as reference case, but with an increase

in initial enrichment just sufficient to extend

discharge burnup to match that of case A.
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Case C; Same core as reference case, but the initial

enrichment is decreased so as to reach the same

burnup as in the reference case (29730 MWD/MTHM)

by means of end-of-cycle coastdown* The normal

operating cycle plus coastdown duration is equal

to the reference case cycle length (yrs).

Case D; Same initial enrichment as in the reference case,

but mass flow has been revised so as to reach the

same discharge burnup as in the reference case

(29730 MWD/MTHM) by means of end-of-cycle coast-

down. The normal cycle length plus coastdown

duration is equal to the reference case cycle

length. Note that reduced mass flow implies fewer

or shorter assemblies.

In cases C and 0, it is presumed that routine coastdown is

factored into the design of the fuel, so that the discharge

burnup with coastdown is made equal to that without coast-

down as in the reference case.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 illustrate the cycle scenarios

just considered above.

The parameters of the reference case with and without

coastdown are listed in Table 2.7.

In order to calculate the fuel cycle cost and ore usage

of each case the discharge burnup has been calculated using

the following expression:

PT L n . 365.25 (MWD/MTHM) (2.85)
d n . M
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Power
Level

1 .0- -

Reference
Case

Cases C and D

T f o + TR - Tf + TR - Total cycle length

Fig. 2.5 Cycle Scenarios for Reference Case
and Cases C and D
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Power
Level
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(Higher-
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Fig. 2.7 Cycle Scenarios for Cases:
Reference, Coastdown and Higher-Enrichment
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TABLE 2.7

Base Case Reactor Core Parameters

Used in This Work

Parameters

Core Thermal Power

Nominal Electric Output

Nominal Thermal Efficiency

Core Heavy Metal Loading

Fuel Management

Equilibrium Discharge Burnup

Refueling Downtime

Capacity Factor During
Normal Operation

Normal Operating Cycle Length

Replacement Energy Cost

Rate of Coastdown

Optimal Equilibrium Coast-
down Length

Net Coastdown for base case

Value Units

3450

1179.90

0.342

89.01

3

29729.65

0.1

0.7

0.9

48

0.5

74

30

MWth

MWte)

MWC/MWth

MTHM

No. of Batches

MWD/MTHM

yr

—

yr

mills/kwhre

% power/day

days

days
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where:

' P = rated plant electric power, MW(e)

T = total cycle length, yrs

L = capacity factor

n = number of steady-state batches

n = plant thermodynamic efficiency, MW(e)/MWth

M = total heavy metal inventory in core, MTHM

The discharge burnup of the reference case is equal to

29730 MWD/MTHM, and when this core is coasted-down (Case A)

the discharge burnup is extended to 32197 MWD/MTHM: a gain

of 2467 MWD/MTHM. The fractional extension in the burnup

of the discharged fuel is:

AB m 32197 CMWD/MTHM) - 29730 (MWD/MTHM) (2.86)
B 29730 (MWD/MTHM)

Thus: ^ « 0.08

In the computation of the discharge burnup where coast-

down is used, changes in the thermal efficiency of the plant

are not considered because, as will be discussed in the next

chapter, the coastdown modes used in this work do not de-

grade the plant thermodynamic efficiency to any appreciable

extent - a result confirmed by analyses of Maine Yankee

operating data.

In order to calculate the initial fuel enrichment, the

following empirical formulation has been used which is
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based upon a linear fit to state-of-art burnup calcula-

tions for a representative large PWR.

Bd a 9 0 0° (n+l)teo"1>03 (MWD/MTHM)

where:

e = reload enrichment,o

1.0 » approximate enrichment to go hot critical

with equilibrium xenon.

Then, the reload enrichment is given by:

B. (n+1)
£o " 18006 n + X'0' w t % (2'87)

For the cases Reference, A and D, the fuel enrichment has

been calculated to be 3.202 wt%; for case B, 3.385 wt% and

for case C, 3.020 wt%.

In cases C and D, the pre-coastdown cycle length is

equal to the normal operating cycle of the reference case

minus the optimum coastdown length of case B (74 days).

Then coastdown is carried out for 74 days. Hence for these

two cases coastdown will bring the total length (see Fig.

2.6) back up to that of the reference case. Therefore the

same discharge burnup will be accumulated in the three cases,

To calculate the ore and separative work requirements, the
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fuel cycle front-end has been treated following the flow

diagram illustrated in Figure 2.8. Losses of 1% per step

have been assumed in fabrication and in conversion to UF-
- • o

and to U02.

For the reference, A, B, and C cases the same fuel

amount is loaded into the core (29670 kgHM) per steady-

state batch.

In case D, the fuel inventory was recalculated.

The separative work requirements have been calculated

using the following expression:

X X X
S = P(2X -1) *nh-§-)+ W(2Xw-l)An(T-

Wr-) -F^X^-l) An(r-4~)
P -»--Xp J--xw t i-xf

(KgSWU) (2.90)

where:

S = reload batch separative work requirement, KgSWU

P = mass shipped to the fabrication plant, Kg

F • mass flow into the enrichment plant, Kg

X * reload batch enrichment

Xf * wt% of U-235 in natural uranium (0.711 wt%)

X * enrichment plant tails assay (0.20 wt%)

W » F - P
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Reactor

Fabrication

IX Losses

Conversion
to U02

IX Losses

Enrichment

Plant Tails

Yellowcake (U o )
3 °

ORE

Fig. 2.8 Fuel Cycle Front-End Flow Sheet
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Table 2.8 gives the mass and separative work flows

calculated for each case.

The fuel cycle cost has been calculated using the

economic model developed in section 2.2. T was set

equal to zero for the reference case and case B.

Table 2.9 illustrates the fuel cycle costs and ore

usage per Gwe.yr for each case studied in this section.

From these results one can conclude that worthwhile

savings in ü,0. (7.7%) and fuel cycle costs C6%) are pos-
3 8

sible without any change in current fuel designs when rou-

tine coastdown is employed. When, instead of coastdown,

a higher fuel enrichment is used to achieve the same burn-

up as when coastdown is carried out one finds that both

ore consumption and fuel cycle costs are improved but at

smaller values. As seen in Table 2.9, ore consumption is

reduced by 2.55% and fuel cycle cost is reduced by 3.18%

whereas for coastdown these figures are 7.7% and 6.3%,

respectively.

If the fuel is designed with coastdown in mind, the

initial enrichment can be reduced slightly so as to reach

the same discharge burnup one would achieve without coast-

down. This alternative offers a savings in ore usage of

6% and decreases the fuel cycle costs by 11%. Moreover,

it is more advantageous cost-wise than Case A (non pre-

planned coastdown) since the fuel cycle cost is 5.3% lower:

the ore savings, however, are not as great.
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TABLE 2.8

Mass and Cash Flow Data

for the Cases Studied

(a) Mass Flows

Case

Reference

Case A

Case B

Case C

Case D

ore req.

Ub. U3O8)

468795.4

468795.4

495241.0

438608.0

429166.0

. sep. work req.

(Kg SWU]

143684.0

143684.0

156100.0

131693.0

132191.0

heavy metal
loading
(kg HM)

29670.0

29670.0

29670.0

29670.0

i

27296.0

|

(b) Unit Cost and Cash Flow Timing

Unit Cost

Purchase U3Og 40$/lb U3Og

Purchase Separative Work 110$ A ? SWU

Purchase Fabricated Fuel 120$AgHM

Back-End Costs 120$/kgHM

Lag
- 2

-1

- 0

5

Time
yr*

yr*

.5yr*

yr**

•Measured from BOC
••Measured from EOC



TABLE 2.9

Fuel Cycle Costs and Ore Usage

Case

Reference

Case A
Coastdown

Case B
Increased

Enr.

Case C
Coastdown,
Reduced Enr.

Case D
Coastdown,
Reduced Mass

Fuel Cycle Cost
(mills/kwhre)

8.153983

7.637558

7.895001

7.229069

7.110187

% Reduction

—

6.3

3.18

11.3

12.8

ST-U3Og/Gwe.yr

198.81

183.57

193.75

186.01

182.00

o
% Reduction

—

7.7

2.55

6.4

8.5

(1)

(—-—h x 100 where ef is the reference case fuel cycle cost,

(2)
u-ui(—n—) x 100 where U is the reference case

03

uranium usage.
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In case D, as well as in case C, coastdown has been

pre-planned, thus the fuel achieves the same discharge

burnup as without coastdown.

The enrichment has been kept fixed, therefore the ore,

separative work, and heavy metal loading have been recal-

culated in order to meet the target discharge burnup for

the fuel.

Case D offers the best results: fuel cycle costs are

lowered by 12.8% and ore requirements by 8.5% compared to

the reference case.

The fuel cycle cost is 6.9% less than in the non pre-

planned coastdown option, case A.

This alternative, case D, should be examined in more

detail because it requires changes in the core power dis-

tribution and hydraulics due to the fact that the reduced

heavy metal inventory in the core implies use of a shorter

core (which implies a higher probability of leakage) or

fewer assemblies and a higher core average power density

(and most likely higher peak power density as well). If

these changes could be compensated for, this option might

be more attractive.
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2.7 Ore Savings Due to Coastdown

Uranium conservation is a current concern of both

the U.S. Government and private industry due to the finite

nature of domestic uranium reserves and the prospect of

rising uranium prices.

Among other alternatives, such as optimizing lattice

design and core fuel management practices, extended burnup

by means of coastdown has already proven its worth as an

option.

We are interested here in the reduction in uranium

requirements when the option is implemented.

Natural uranium savings will be calculated relative

to the base case, previously described in section 2.2,

when coastdown is carried out up to the economical opti-

mum, as well as to the breakeven point. A range of burn-

ups is considered, from today's average values to the high-

er discharge burnups which are the goal of current develop-

ment programs.

As shown in Fig. 2.9, a material balance around an

enrichment plant gives:

F = P + W

F Xf = PX + (F-P) Xw

(2.91)

(2.92)
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X f . 0.711 wtZ

P' X,

F - Mass flow into the enrichment plant, Kg IT

P - Mass shipped to the fabrication plant, KgU

W > Enrichment plant tails, KgU

Xf - Natural uranium enrichment, wtX

X - Reload batch enrichment, wt X

X - Enrichment plant tails assay, wt X

Fig. 2.9 Enrichment Plant Mass Flow
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The terms have already been defined following Eq (2.90)

in the last section. Rearranging Eq (2.92) yields:

(2'93>

which determines the metric tons of natural uranium required

per metric ton of heavy metal fed to the reactor. It is

conventional to specify the feed requirement in short tons

of yellowcake, U3°g • The conversion factor is

1 metric Ton HM = 1.2993 ST UßOg.

Then, the ore utilization in short tons per GW(e). yr

is given by:

474500 (F} (short tons Ü3O8) (2.94)

Bd rl
 P Gw(e) . yr

where:

Bg = discharge burnup, MWD/MT

n = average plant thermodynamic efficiency, MW(e)/MWth

Substituting Eq (2.93) into Eq (2.94) yields:

_ 474500 ,Xp-Xw, , S T Ü3°8 . (2.95)

Bdn *f xw Gw(e) .yr
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The daily energy produced per metric ton of heavy

metal when coastdown is employed is:

ncABo i^^~) U.96)

where:

Bj = pre-coastdown burnup, MWD/MT

AB 3 gross burnup increment during coastdown

71 f = thermodynamic efficiency during normal operation

n = average thermodynamic efficiency during the coast-

down mode

Hence, if one compares cases with and without coastdown:

Bf n f + nc 6 Bc
(2.97,

where B f Q = discharge burnup without coastdown, MWD/MT

The fractional uranium savings is merely:

F o " F c m AF (2.98)

F o F o

Substituting Eq (2.96) into the above expression y i e lds :

AF . B f n f + n c A B o - B f o n f ^
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The net burnup increment has been previously defined

(Eq 2.75) as:

SB = jjlj- ABQ (2.100)

The fractional extension in the burnup is:

ABC _ Bf + S B * Bfo (2.101)
Bfo " Bfo

The gross burnup increment is then related by:

Bf = B f Q - 2li ABQ MWD/MT (2.102)

Therefore, a plant undergoing repetitive recycle must

start the coastdown before the normal end of cycle in the

non-coastdovm mode.

Substituting the above relation into Eq (2.99) yields:

tn+l _ n^l (^f }]
2 2 ^c (2.103)

Fo Bfo nf „ . SB

If the approximation nf * nc is made only in the terms

that are multiplied by (n-l)/2, it follows that:
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I1 +

fo nf Bfo

(2.104)

which is the fractional reduction in natural uranium usage.

As will be seen in the next chapter, the plant thermo-

dynainic efficiency does not change significantly during

coastdown. Therefore, uranium savings are primarily deter-

mined by the fractional extension in the burnup of the dis-

charged fuel.

The discharge burnup with and without optimum coast-

down for the base case is 32197 MWD/MT and 29730 MWD/MT,

respectively. Thus, the fractional burnup extension is

given by:

6B _ 32197 MWD/MT - 29730 MWD/MT , 0 o a
B 2973Ö MWD/MT * *

The factor nc/nf in Eq (2.104) was estimated to be 0.986

using results from the next chapter, in which the plant

thermodynamic efficiency is analyzed. When these values

are substituted into Eq (2.94) it is found that:

= 0.073
o

Therefore, a yellowcake savings of 7.3% is achieved when

coastdown is carried out up to the economical optimum.
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If the cycle is extended up to the economic breakeven

point (which leads to a cycle length for the coasted base

case equal to 1.243 yrs) the discharge burnup reached is

equal to 36954 MWD/MT and the fractional extension in burn-

up is calculated to be 0.20. - Hence, the fractional reduc-

tion in natural uranium usage becomes equal to 16.5%. There-

fore, if not limited by fuel integrity, coastdown should be

continued up to the breakeven point to further the collective

goal of conserving uranium. These findings are illustrated

in Fig. 2.10. Due to the fact that extending fuel discharge

burnup to 45,000 or 50,000 MWD/MT is one of the various

options being studied by both the U.S. Government and pri-

vate industry to improve the use of uranium, the fractional

reduction in natural uranium usage has been calculated over

that discharge burnup range.

It has been found that, as the starting discharge burn-

up is increased, routine coastdown becomes less attractive

in terms of percentage ore savings; however, if the initial

discharge burnup without coastdown is in the vicinity of

60,000 MWD/MTHM, and coastdown is carried out all the way

up to the economic breakeven, as much as 8.7% in additional

ore savings can still oe reached.
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These findings are illustrated in Pigs. 2.11 and

2.12.

Also of interest is the functional behavior of the

savings as coastdown is arbitrarily extended. As seen in

Fig. 2.10 the total uranium -savings relative to the base

case without coastdown increases monotonically as a func-

tion of coastdown length, although at a less than linear rate.

The yellowcake requirement for the base case has been

calculated in the previous section to be 198.81 ST U.CW

Gwe.yr. (Table 2.8). If the ore is purchased at 40$/lbU3Og,

the ore savings can be translated into dollars per year as

follows:

„ STU,Oft 2000 1bU,Oft 40$
ANNUAL SAVINGS = j- [ g — O ] [1.179 Gwe] [ _ OF 'Gwe.yr ' '""" ' ' ST U-Oa

 JlIbUÖ^J

o 3 8 3 8

Then, the annual savings on U^O- purchase ($/yr) for the base

case when coasted up to the economic optimum is 1.43.106 S/yr.

If the cycle is extended up to the breakeven point, the

annual savings are 3.10 x 106 $/yr.

Therefore, extending the cycle up to the breakeven

point increases the savings ($/yr) on the direct cost of

uranium by 57.16%. This alternative may, however be limited

by fuel integrity constraints, as will be discussed in

Chapter 4.
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S

I
tou

Base case with coastdown
to breakeven

Base case with coastdown
to optimum

Base case without coastdown

1 1.04 1.08 1.12 1.16 1.20 1.24 1.28 1.36 Tc cle(yrs)

I I I 1 I I I I I
15 29 44 59 73 88 102 117 130

I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I 1
0 41 71 96 118 138 155 172 188 209 T (days)

Fig. 2.12 Relative Uranium Savings as a Function
of Cycle Duration, Net and Gross Coast-
down Duration
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Figure 2.13 illustrates the ore requirements

(STU-0 /Gw(e) .yr) as a function of discharge burnup
3 8

without coastdown. As can be seen, the ore requirements

decrease as discharge burnup is increased, attaining

maximum reduction when coastdown to breakeven is adopted.

Table 2.10 summarizes the results of the above cal-

culations, including cases when discharge burnup is in-

creased to even higher ranges.

A point of caution is that while savings on ore

purchases are an important item in the overall cost of

electrical energy, the concurrent effects on capacity

factor and carrying charges lead to an optimum coastdown

duration (while U.O. savings continue to increase monot-

onically). Thus, considering only ore cost savings could

be misleading

A final point worthy of note is that if everyone

coasted down to breakeven, the uranium savings would cause

U.Og prices to escalate more slowly in the future. This

would lead to a lower levelized fuel cycle cost for every-

one in the future. This factor is not presently accounted

for in the usual fuel cycle cost evaluations done by indiv-

idual utilities.
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of Burnup Without Coastaown for the Various
Modes of Operation
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TABLE 2.10

Fractional U-Og Savings and Annual Dollar Savings

a] Coastdown carried out up to the economical optimum

Bd FQ ^ B ^ F -£• f $/yrxlO6

29730 177843 73 32197 164213 0.080 0.073 1.43

39640 157800 71 41899 149347 0.057 0.053 0.994

49550 145841 69 51581 140098 0.041 0.039 0.731

59460 137855 66 61124 134101 0.028 0.027 0.506

b) Coastdown carried out up to the economical breakeven point

Ba Fo xj B^l _ F _ _-£_ J|_ VyrxlO«
29730 177843 154 35898 147484 0.20 0.164 3.08

39640 157860 148 45592 137353 0.15 0.128 2.40

49550 145841 142 55450 130321 0.12 0.105 1.97

59459 137855 138 65212 125694 0.097 0.087 1.63

T s optimum coastdown length, (days)

T * time to economic breakeven, Cdays)

B^ « discharge burnup for normal operation without coastdown,

Bd* '* gross unit optimum coastdown discharge burnup, (HWD/MT)

B,^ '= gross discharge burnup when coastdown is carried out up
to breakeven, (MWD/MT)

Fo * heavy metal requirements, (kg HM)

F * heavy metal requirements to achieve B.^ 'orB.^' (KgEH}

l
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2.8 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter a simple and accurate economic model

has been developed for the calculation of the optimum

coastdown length.

This model was found to take the form of the follow-

ing equations;

e - (A + eJ -L(e +e,) (mills/kwhre) (2.106J
s r r t

A = fixed cost of the plant (?/Mwhre)

L * overall capacity factor

er* replacement energy costs (mills/kwhre)

ef* fuel cycle cost (mills/kwhre)

The fuel cycle cost has been modeled as follows:

[MfabCBFBGB] „

The first term between brackets in the numerator is

the composite front-end transaction and the second term

is the composite back-end transaction.

Front-end transactions are being considered as a

depreciable investment, whereas the back-end transaction

is an expensed cost. The term E in Eq (2*107) is the

total energy produced by one batch during its in-core

residence time.
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The irradiation time has been defined in terms of

coastdown length as follows:

Tc + T R < 2- 1 0 8 )

The optimum coastdown length occurs at the minimum value

reached by the system energy cost.

The linear reactivity model of core behavior has .

been used to derive an expression for the net equilibrium

coastdown burnup increment, as shown in section 2.5.

When coastdown is practiced every cycle, the net

cycle burnup increment has been found to be a fraction of

the gross burnup increment, as follows:

5 B = <SXT>ABn (MWD/MT) (2.109)

where:

5B s net cycle burnup increment

AB- * gross burnup increment

n = number of steady-state batches

The discharge burnup is just the cycle burnup incre-

ment times the number of steady-state batches as follows:

n.5B - <!?r)äB0 (2.110)
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The overall capacity factor has been defined in terms of

coastdown length as given by:

1 «.*> (2.m)
[Tl. • £ T ] «=- +TC C 2 C Lp C

When the fuel cycle costs are approximated as being

constant, the above expression (when differentiated with

rsspect to T and set equal to zero to find the Tc which

maximizes L) yields an acceptable approximation for the

optimum coastdown duration:

L -Lft L_(n-1) T
Tc « c ° _ ° R
c
cop r

This is the so-called "second order approximation:

to the optimum coastdovn. duration.

A "first order approximation" is found when the second

term is neglected (since it is much smaller); then the

above expression becomes:

Tc * L c " L ° (2.113)
op r
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These approximations are often acceptable in view of the

very shallow nature of the overall capacity factor vs.

coastdown duration curve near the optimum.

In the same fashion an expression for the breakeven

point has been derived, and the time to breakeven found

to be just twice the optimum duration.

The preceding expressions have been checked against

computer-generated values from the COASTDOWN code and

found to be acceptable within the range of interest.

When the fuel cycle term is incorporated into the

analysis of optimum coastdown duration the following

expression is found:

CLC-LO) [n+l)Tfo+2TR] - < n - l ) L o V 2 L c ( - 4 § - ) (T )
TC *C , r —

°P •* r(T- +T ) L
r[ (a+1) T f o + 2T R ]+2^(5-^-) t f ^ +jZ

(2.114)

As previously shown in Table 2.3, the assumptions

which permitted inclusion of fuel costs in such a simple

manner yield an expression which gives an upper bound on

the optimal duration.

The time between the end of coastdown and the end-of-

cycle without coastdown has been defined as the "net coast-

down interval," and it is given by:
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iq ll 'it; Tcop]1 (2*115)

A computer code (COASTDOWN) has been developed to

facilitate the use of the economic model previously men-

tioned. The results of the parametric studies made using

this code have been designated "exact" in the tables includ-

ed in this chapter. The expressions derived to calculate

both the optimum coastdown duration and the economic break-

even point yield acceptable figures when compared with re-

sults from this code.

The economic model was in turn verified against the

SIMMOD program [A-l] and found to agree within an accept-

able margin of error.

Worthwhile savings in U.O» (7.7%) were found to be

possible without any change in current fuel designs when

routine coastdown is employed. Furthermore, use of higher

enrichment in order to match the same discharge burnup

was found to be less attractive than routine coastdown as

a fuel management tactic.

A natural uranium savings of 6.4% can be achieved

if fuel enrichment is lowered and coastdown emplyed to

reach the original target burnup. If, instead, the fuel
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heavy metal inventory could be lowered, keeping the initial

fuel enrichment fixed, and coastdown employed, then 8.5%

in uranium savings can be achieved. This alternative,

however, is limited by changes in the core power distribu-

tion and by thermal-hydraulic constraints. Thus, coastdown

becomes an even better fuel management strategy if it is

contemplated during the fuel design phase. When coastdown

is carried out all the.way up to the economic breakeven

point, uranium savings of 16.5% are registered. Therefore,

if not limited by fuel integrity constraints, this alterna-

tive should be employed to further the collective goal of

conserving uranium.

It has been found that, as the starting (no-coastdownj

discharge burnup is increased, routine coastdown becomes

less attractive in terms of ore savings.

In the range [30,000-60,000] MWD/MT ore savings drop

from 7.3% to 2.9% when the cycle is extended up to the opti-

mum coastdown duration.

When the cycle extension is up to the breakeven point

the range of uranium savings is from 16.7% to 8.7%.

Finally, it has been found that the total uranium

savings relative to the base case without coastdown in-

creases monotonically as a function of coastdown length,

although at a less-than-linear rate.
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CHAPTER 3

PLANT THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY

3.1 Introduction

In a nuclear power station the primary energy

released by nuclear fission is converted into mechanical

energy and then into electrical energy.

The ratio of the final electrical energy production

to the initial thermal energy input is the "thermodynamic

efficiency" of this process.

During coastdown the reactor and steam supply system

parameters are changed from their normal operating values.

The resulting effect on the plant thermodynamic efficiency

is of interest here. Recall that the fractional reduc-

tion in ore usage in the once-through mode has been de-

fined (see section 2.7) as follows:

&F » nc 6B fl
 nc SB,"1 (3.1)

where n and nare the average thermodynamic efficiency

during coastdown and normal operation, respectively; and

SB/B is the fractional extension in the burnup of discharg-

ed fuel.

As can be seen, the efficiency ratio is a factor

that affects the success of accomplishing ore usage reduc-

tion by means of coastdown.
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The thermodynamic efficiency for a well designed

Rankine cycle plant can be expressed in the form: [N-2]

n « 1 - =£ (1+ A) C3.2)
H

where T and T are the cold and hot sink absolute temp-

eratures, respectively (thus T„ is the mean moderator
a

temperature) and A is a positive quantity which depends

on the degree of irreversibility of the cycle, and is

numerically equal to the increase in entropy of the sys-

tem during compression and expansion of the working fluid

for one cycle.

The Maine Yankee reactor was used as the reference

design for this study. This system was chosen since it

is typical of a large PWR in actual commercial operation,

and due to the fact that coastdown has been practiced on

this unit. Hence actual data exists for comparison with

theoretical estimates. The design characteristics of

Maine Yankee are shown in Table 3.1.

Using computer codes (WABCORE and BAHAR) the thermo-

dynamic efficiency of the plant has been evaluated for

three different coastdown modes: reactor inlet tempera-

ture decrease, reactor power decrease, and a combination

of these two evolutions.
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Table 3.1

Maine Yankee

Thermal-Hydraulic Parameters at Pull

General Characteristics

Total Heat Output

Fraction of Heat Generated
in Fuel Rod
Nominal Pressure
Minimum in Steady State
Maximum in Steady State

Design Inlet Temperature
(steady state)

Total Reactor Coolant Flow
(design)

Coolant Flow Through Core
(design)

Hydraulic Diameter (nominal
channel)

Average Mass Velocity

Pressure Drop Across Cross
(design flow)

Total Pressure Drop Across
Vessel (Based on nominal
dimensions and design flow)

Core Average Heat Flux

Total Heat Transfer Area

Film Coefficient at Average
Conditions

Maximum Clad Surface Tempera-
ture

Average Film Temperature
Difference

Average Linear Heat Rate of Rod

Average Core Enthalpy Rise

Calculational Factors

Engineering Heat Flux Factor

Engineering Factor on Hot
Channel Heat Input

Units

10'Btu/hr

psig
psig
psig

°F

106lb/hr

10slb/hr

inches

106 lb/hr-ft

psi

psi

Btu/hr-ft2

ft2

Btu/hr-ft2-**

Op

°F
kw/ft

Btu/lb

Pi -wer

Value

2630

0.975
2235(2085)**
2185(2035)
2285(2135)

554(546)

134.6(136.0)

130.7(132.1)

0.044

2.444(2.47)

9.7(9.9)

32.4(33.1)

180,575*

48,480*

5636

656

32

6.09*

68.7

1.03

1.07
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Table 3,1 (.continuation}

General Characteristics Units Value

Flow Factors

Inlet Plenum Nonuniform 1 05
Distribution
End Pitch, Bowing and Clad
Diameter ' 1.065

•Allows Q.3 percent axial shrinkage due to fuel densification,
"Numbers in parenthesis are provided for conditions at a
nominal pressure of 2,085 psig and a design inlet tempera-
ture of 546°F.
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3.2 Computer Codes for Thermal Efficiency Determination

3.2.1 WABCORE Code

This code was developed at M.I.T. by Boyd

[B-2] to analyze the thermal-hydraulic sensitivity of LWR

cores to design changes. WABCORE is a steady-state,

single-channel thermal-hydraulics code developed for repet-

itive calculations, or for use with optimization proced-

ures.

To save both time and money, Boyd introduced the

simplification shown in Fig. 3.1, in which the entire core

is approximated by an isolated single channel. These sin-

gle channel results will be conservative because the chan-

nel is isolated from neighboring subchannels. This iso-

lation does not allow for the exchange of mass, momentum

or energy into the neighboring subchannels, thus result-

ing in a conservative treatment of the limiting channel.

VABCORE accepts full core data for square or triangular

pitch lattices and reduces it to average single-channel

values, or as a second option the code can directly use

single-channel input data.

The code calculates the fluid, clad, fuel surface and

centerline temperatures at different axial levels. The

pressure, enthalpy, critical heat flux and DNBR are also

computed for the different axial levels.
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The critical heat flux is calculated using the W-3

correlation. The axial heat flux profile is calculated

using an analytic function.

WABCORE was compared with COBBA IIIC/MIT and good

agreement was achieved between the two codes, except for

the centerline temperature and MXNBR values. The center-

line temperature deviation is due to the model solution

technique, and the consistent conservatism of WABCORE.

3.2.2 The BAHAR Code

This code was developed at M.I.T. by Nobahar

[N-l] to analyze the thermodynamic characteristics of a

PWR power plant.

The data characterizing the primary cycle and the

design data for the secondary cycle have to be input as

well as the thermodynamic and mechanical data for each

component.

This program calculates the efficiency of the power

plant, flow rates, pressure drops and temperature drops

for each component.

The components of the primary cycle are: the reactor

and the circulation pumps.

The components of the secondary cycle are: steam

generator, high and low pressure turbines, feedwater heat-

ers, coolers, condenser, pumps and degasifier. Fig. 3.2
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SEPARATED WATER

NK*PPE nhMD-VW2 • A2

Fig. 3.2 Nuclear Steam Supply System Layout
Used in the BAHAR Code
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TABLE 3.2

nomenclature for
Nuclear Steam Supply System: Figure 3.2

R : Reactor

P s Pump in Primary Loop

G : Generator

HP-T : High Pressure Turbine

LP-T : Low Pressure Turbine

DE : Steam Generator

A1...A6 : Bleeds

B : Dehydration

ENTG : Degasifier

HD-VW : High Pressure - Preheater

D-VW1...6: Low Pressure - Cooler

VK-KU : Vacuum Cooler

ND-KU : Low Pressure - Cooler

VK-KU : Vacuum Cooler

MFP-PPE : Main Feedwater Pump

HK-PPE : Condensate Pump

KO : Condenser

WA : Water Separator

NK-PPE : By-Condensate Pump
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and Table 3.2 show the system layout and the nomencla-

ture employed.

3.3 Coastdown Modes

3.3.1 Reactor Inlet Temperature Decrease

This coastdown method involves reducing the

average core moderator temperature to below its nominal

value by decreasing the coolant inlet temperature. The

thermal power is kept at its rated value by fully opening

the governing valves to the high-pressure turbine at full

thermal power, but then allowing the steam pressure and

thermal output to coast down in accordance with the nat-

ural response of the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)

and turbine.

Thus, via the moderator temperature coefficient, a

positive reactivity insertion results.

To determine the effect on the thermodynamic effi-

ciency of the entire PWR plant, the temperature rise

across the core has been changed by reduction of the in-

let temperature, T ^ n i e t This change has been examined

over the range between 570°F and 400°F. The normal oper-

ating state of this PWR plant is characterized by:
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Fig. 3*3 Primary System Layout Showing the
State Points in the BAHAR Code
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TABLE 3.3

Steam Supply System Data

Total Heat Output

Reactor Coolant Flow

Pressure Drop Across Core

Reactor Pressure

2630

136.0 x 106lb/hr

9.9 psi

2100 psi

Total Pressure Drop Across Vessel 33.1 psi

63.1 btu/lb

900 psi

51 psi

0.9975

Average Core Enthalpy Rise

Steam Generator Steam Pressure

Pressure Drop in Steam Generator

Steam Content

Inlet Temperature (Steam Generator) 432°F

Outlet Temperature (Steam Generator)565°F

Number of Bleeds 5

Cooling Water Inlet Temperature 72°F

Cooling Water Temperature Rise 18°F

Mechanical Power Losses 1.0 MW

Internal Power Consumption 1.0 MW
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Tinlet * 540°P and T Q U t l e t « 591.30°F. The temperature

rise across the core is:

ÄTc ' Toutlet-Tinlet <3-D

and

AT„ » 51.30°P (normal operating point)

The pressure losses across the core were calculated for

all cases using WABCORE, and then all the data were input

to the BAHAR code.

The results of this analysis are compiled in Table

3.4 and plotted in Fig. 3.4. As can be seen, the effi-

ciency is not a strong function of core AT for increases

of as much as 50°F above the normal operating point. Thus

temperature coastdown can be conducted without undue con-

cern as to the effect on cycle efficiency.

3.3.2 Decreasing Reactor Thermal Power

This is the most commonly employed coastdown

mode-one which has been practiced by several utilities.

This coastdown mode is accomplished by decreasing

the thermal power of the reactor. The lower fuel temper-

ature (which reduces the U-238 Doppler reactivity penalty)

and the lower steady-state xenon level provide excess

reactivity to allow the reactor to operate beyond its

nominal end-of-cycle and thereby accumulate additional
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TABLE 3.4

BAHAR Output: Cycle Efficiency as a

Function of Average Core Moderator Temperature,

Toutlet<°F>

591.87

591.53

591.30

593.22

592.41

591.75

592.19

591.16

590.97

590.74

Tinlet<°P)

570

550

540

530

520

510

500

450

410

400

T (OF)average1 '

581

571

566

562

556

551

546

521

500

495

AT{°F)

21.87

41.35

51.30

63.22

74.41

81.75

92.19

141.16

180.97

190.74

n

0.32423

0.33083

0.33120

0.33137

0.33142

0.33108

0.33069

0.32686

0.32147

0.31988

*The intent was to hold T Q U t l e t at 591.3°F; the slight

variation here is due to the iterative process required

to impose this condition in the computer codes involved.
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fuel burnup. When, this operation is carried out the

secondary steam pressure and temperature decrease, the

turbine inlet valve is wide-open and therefore the power

level of the plant decreases. The turbine plant pressure

change is minimized as the load is changed.

Power is reduced up to 50% of its nominal value, and

then the reactor is shut down for refueling. The overall

efficiency of the plait has again been evaluated using the

BAHAR code.

The power level of the plant has been changed in .

10% steps from, its nominal value (100%) to 40% of full

power.

This parametric study shows that the thermodynamic

efficiency of the plant decreases as the power is reduced,

as shown in Fig. 3.5. This trend was also found by Fujita

[F-l].

This behavior contrasts with tne data available from

the Maine Yankee Reactor, which has undergone power coast-

down without noting an appreciable drop in the plant effi-

ciency. This agrees with the typical heat rate (i.e., re-

ciprocal of efficiency) curve for a PWR shown in Fig. 3.6

(taken from Ref. [D-5]), which shows a small rise in n as

the power decreases to the 50% level. Hence it is clear

that the BAHAR code is conservative in that it does not

take into account some of the subtle effects which in-

crease efficiency at less than rated full power.
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TABLE 3.5

BAHAR Output: Thermodynamic Efficiency

as a Function of Power Level

% Full Power

100 0.3312

90 0.3300

80 0.3280

70 0.3265

60 0.3250

50 0.3230

40 0.3189
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3.3.3 Decreasing both Reactor Inlet Temperature

and Power

The combination of temperature and power

coastdown is examined in this section. Thermal power

was decreased in a step-wise fashion from full power

to 50% of its nominal value, while the inlet temperature

was simultaneously decreased from its hot power value,

in a step-wise fashion, to 400°F.

As shown in Fig. 3.7, the loss in efficiency predict-

ed by BAHAR exhibits the combined decrements of tempera-

ture coastdown (Fig. 3.4) and power coastdown (Fig. 3.5),

as would be expected.

3.4 Summary and Conclusions

The thermodynamic efficiency of the plant has been

evaluated for three coastdown methods.

This was done using two computer programs: WABCORE

and BAHAR. The Maine Yankee Reactor was chosen as the

reference design. It was found that when the reactor

inlet temperature is decreased, no appreciable decrease

is incurred in the overall efficiency of the plant. When

the thermal power was decreased from full power down to

a power level of 5C% tire thermodynamic efficiency was

found to decrease slightly. These results have been

checked against actual data from the operation of the
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TABLE 3.6

BAHAR Output: Combined Power

and Temperature Coastdown

T °Faverage,

565.65

561.61

556.21

550.88

540.10

520.58

500.49

% Full Power

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

0.3312

0.3295

0.3275

0.3245

0.3210

0.3155

0.3040
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Maine Yankee Reactor during its coastdown cycle. No

appreciable change in thermodynamic efficiency was ex-

perienced by Maine Yankee during power coastdown opera-

tion.

This observation is supported by evidence in the

literature [D-5]. Based on these results it would

appear that any changes in thermodynamic efficiency dur-

ing coastdown are sufficiently small to justify use of

the simple models introduced in the present work to

account for such effects. Moreover, in many instances

of practical interest, the efficiency may be assumed to

be invariant, in which case the prescriptions can under-

go further simplification.

A point worth noting is the concern expressed by

some reactor owners regarding turbine restrictions when

coastdown is practiced by taking feedwater heaters out

of service because of the redistribution of steam flow

within the turbine and the variation of component pres-

sures from their design values. Under these conditions

coastdown leads to changes in stage pressures, stage

pressure drops and steam flows throughout the turbine.

As a consequence of these changes, parts of the turbine

may be forced to work beyond their warranteed design

values. Qualification of turbines under operating condi-

tions associated with pre-planned coastdown, with specific
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attention to flexibility of operation at reduced feed-

water temperatures should be contemplated, and the

effort to achieve this goal weighed against the econ-

omic benefits achieved from the practice of coastdown.
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CHAPTER 4

COASTDOWN EFFECTS ON FUEL INTEGRITY

4.1 Introduction

Light water reactor fuel is exposed to a demanding

environment: high heat flux; high external (coolant)

pressure; internal fission gas pressure and chemical at-

tack; external clad corrosion and hydrogen emfarittlement;

plus deleterious changes in clad properties attributed to

fast neutron fluence, temperature gradients and coolant

thermal stress. The metal cladding can also interact in

individual ways, particularly during rapid power increases.

Thus it is not surprising that some fuel failures do occur

in practice.

Maine Yankee experience is a case in point. Maine

Yankee's original core consisted of low-density, unpress-

urized fuel. Although restricted to 75% power operation

from late 1972 to September 1973 due to licensing consid-

erations related to fuel densification, the coolant activity

indicated fission product leakage during initial operation.

Beginning in the fall of 1973 and continuing to June 1974,

operation was voluntarily limited to 80% of rated power in

an attempt to limit possible additional failures. In June

1977, the unit was shut down and 43 assemblies were identi-

fied as leaking. After replacing the leakers with fresh
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fuel and returning to power, the station was operated in

the 80 to 85% power range until June of 1975. At this time,

the station was shut down and the entire core replaced. Of

the 217 assemblies discharged, 30 were identified as "leak-

ers" [C-3].

Fuel failures reduce a plant's capacity factor, thus

affecting system economy. Moreover, to help avoid pellet-

clad interaction failures, limitations on power ramp rate

have been defined by the various fuel vendors: these re-

strictions also reduce capacity factor.

Because routine coastdown increases fuel exposure

and it "conditions" the fuel to a down-ramp, reduced power

condition, some concern has been expressed as to whether

coastdown might aggravate the situation.

To evaluate the validity of these concerns a fuel

reliability code (SPEAR) has been used to determine the

fuel failure probability when coastdown is employed. (Com-

parison is made with the case when higher enrichment is

used to achieve the same discharge burnup at full power.

This analysis was made with data available from Maine Yan-

kee Cycle four, in which coastdown was carried out.
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4.2 SPEAR, A Fuel Reliability Code System

EPRI's purpose in funding SPEAR development has been

to provide utilities with a trustworthy estimator of fuel-

failure probabilities as a function of design and opera-

tional parameters.

It allows the utilities to run cheap computer simula-

tions rather than expensive in-reactor trials to determine

the efficacy of changing their fuel supplier, reshuffling

scheme, or operating restriction reconanendations.

SPEAR was developed to fulfill a need not fully met

by fuel failure estimators such as Belgonucleaire's

COMETHE and the POSHO code, developed in Norway by Scand-

power, Inc. The former is based on a mechanistic philosophy

and involves modeling the separate phenomena of fuel fail-

ure, that is, the stresses on the cladding, the transporta-

tion of volatile fission products to the cladding tube's

inner surface, and the propagation of a crack across the

tube wall. On the other hand POSHO follows an approach

which is based on an empirical philosophy. It involves

the direct correlation of instances of in-reactor failure

or non failure with design and operating experience for a

specific fuel.

The SPEAR code combines both approaches. The first

version of SPEAR, released version alpha, will be used

here to evaluate fuel failure behavior when coastdown is

employed.
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In building this new model for the in-service relia-

bility of LWR fuel rods, two complementary sources of in-

formation pertinent to cladding failure have been exploited.

One source is EPRI's data base on actual cladding failure

events in power and test reactors. A second source has

been the predictions of detailed mechanistic models. Em-

pirical weighting factors coupling the predictions of the

mechanistic models and empirical behavior patterns found

in the real-life data have then been defined, cladding fail-

ure is the dependent variable focused upon as the prediction

variable.

The values of the independent variables constitute

the information upon which the prediction is based. The em-

pirical data base for SPEAR comprises about 1900 power reac-

tor fuel assemblies and 22 test reactor fuel rods. ' These

data are split randomly into two equal-sized parts. Half

the data is placed in a file termed the Model Building Data

Base and the other half is placed in a file termed the

Model Verification Data Base.

A second resource available to help build a cladding

failure probability estimator is the existing body of mat-

erial's properties data together with equations discribing

how these properties interact to produce fuel rod behavior.

Two codes are used to accomplishthis, namely FCODE which

predicts cladding stress, deformation, fission gas release,

and fuel temperature. The CCODE predicts cladding failure
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probability given stresses and fission product release

computed by FCODE.

CCODE's model has been developed using data derived

principally from* ex-reactor pressurized tube tests, aug-

mented to a limited extent by in-reactor data from the

Model Building Data Base.

Figure 4.1 shows how FCODB and CCODE are used in

simulation runs.

A run is made for each fuel rod or assembly in the

Model Building Data Base and in the Model Verification Data

Base. First FCODE generates data on fission gas release,

fuel temperature, fuel/cladding gap width and other quan-

tities relevant to cladding failure.

These computed quantities are additional independent

variables, augmenting those which were obtained directly

from observations. Second, CCODE generates deterministic

failure probability predictions. This type of data on

the dependent variable is termed "calculated data". To

distinguish it from "observed" failure data obtained from

actual fuel examinations.

Ta> '« 4.1 shows the problem of predicting future

cladding failure likelihood. It starts with the as-fabri-

cated state of the rod, and it3 operating history. FCODE

computes an estimated physical state of the cladding, and

CCODE computes an estimated failure probability. There is
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Programming

] FCOOE

Fig. 4.1 Programming FCODE and CCODE Based
on the Mechanistic Models

Model
building
data
base

Model
verification

data
base

p-

Fig. 4;2 Running FCODE/CCODE on the Model*
Building and the Model Verification Data
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TABLE 4.1

Variable Types for the Cladding
Failure Prediction Problem

Example: Problem of Predicting
Variable Type Cladding Failure in Future

pt

F

X

£

Calculated
dependent

Observational
dependent

Calculated
independent

Observational
independent

CCODE predicted cladding
failure probability

Observed cladding failure
frequency

FCODE predicted cladding stress

Observed as-fabricated cladding
thickness
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also the observed failure frequencies for rods in the

model-building data base. The next step is determina-

tion of the relative weight of the observational data

coming from sipping examinations, and calculated data

coming from FCODE/CCODE. The mechanistic PCODE/CCODE

programs combined with the descriptions of the pattern

boundaries, weighting factors and pattern failure stat-

istics, provide the basis for a prediction of future fail-

ure probabilities under given conditions.

The final process of making a prediction starts with

additional calculated independent variable data and calcu-

lated dependent variable data coming from FCODE/CCODE.

Then the independent variable data are passed through

pattern detection logic which determines which of the be-

havior patterns listed in the pattern file fit the rod.

When this determination is made: for instance, pattern

no. 1, one gets directly the failure frequency F, and the

weighting factor is associated with the pattern. The best

estimate for the true failure probability is then given

as a weighted average of the observed failure frequency

(for events in the model building data base matching the

pattern) and the calculated failure probability. This pro-

cess is illustrated in Fig. 4.3.

Finally, as shown in Fig. 4.4, the entire, so far

untouched, Model Verification Data Base is processed in like
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Fuel rod
dat&base

Pattern #1
description

Pattern #2
description

Pattern #3
description

P (failure)
F B (failure) -P w x Pt (failure)

1+w

pB
observed failure frequency

w * weighting factor

P - calculated failure probability

Fig. 4.3 Finding which Pattern is Hatched by each Rod
in the Data Base, and Computing its Failure
Probability
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- f Pattern # 1
description

Pattern # 2
description

- r Pattern # 3
description

P(failure)
FB(failure)+wxP t (failure)

Compare

Model verification
data bas»

F v (failure)-
observed faNura

frequency

Statistical
significance

report

Fig. 4.4 Checking the Results on the Model Verification Data Base
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manner. Comparison of predicted failure probabilities

with observed failure frequencies is employed in a variety

of statistical tests to assess the predictability of the

model. Thus the testing against the model verification

data base is done.
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4.3 Fuel Failure Calculation

The Maine Yankee Reactor power history has been

used to evaluate fuel integrity using SPEAR.

Fuel.failure probability has been calculated for a

reference case in which coastdown is not carried out.

This reference data has been taken from MY Cycle 4.

In the same way, the fuel failure probability has

been calculated for a cycle in which coastdown has been

used, and for a cycle without coastdown in which fuel en-

richment has been increased (to match the cycle burnup

achieved when coastdown is practiced.)

Two fuel failure probabilities were determined for

each case: one at average power (designated "low power")

and another at the power corresponding to the peak rod

(designated "high power"), which is higher than the low

power by a factor of 1.86.

This approach was followed because the mechanistic

model does not reliably predict failure frequency under

all conditions (the unreliability of the predictions being

greatest at high powers and temperatures). Reasons for

this shortcoming include the fuel-clad-gap system complex-

ity, the subtle effects of power history on precharacter-

ization conditions, and the sensitivity to other poorly

characterized processes. Further, there is at present no

definitive and exhaustive identification of the most impor-

tant variables affecting fuel performance.
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Table 4.2 shows the 58 "features" actually used to

predict the fuel failure probability. Each feature is

defined at a point in the power history at which an est-

imate of failure probability is desired. Some are defined

as instantaneous values at this time: designated "8 EOL."

Others are defined at the maximum or the minimum value

attained by the variable at any time up to the current

time; there are designated "@ MAX" and "@ HIN" respectively.

The significance of the different features to failure

frequency varies with the state of the fuel rod. Under

some conditions fission gas release and iodine concentra-

tion are most important. Under other conditions, the most

important features are linear power and centerline temper-

ature.

The premier failure indicator is high creep axial con-

vexity range. Creep at r.idge, stack length with fuel temp-

erature above 1600°C at the point of maximum power-corrosion

and fuel crack width are also important failure indicators.

The power history for the base case is shown in Figs.

4.5 and 4.6. In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 the reactor has been

coasted down for 74 days. Shown in Figs 4.9 and 4.10 are

the power histories for the case when higher-enrichment is

used instead of coastdown. The power histories in Figs.

4.7 through 4.10 were constructed by taking the power

history from Maine Yankee cycle four (designated base case
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TABLE 4.2

SPEAR (a) Feature List

Independent Variables

1 As fabricated pellet; length-to-diameter ratio (-)

2 As fabricated fraction of pellet volume dished (-)

3 As fabricated pellet-cladding gap (M)

4 Centerline porosity @ midstack @ EOL (-)

5 CCODE rod failure probability 8 EOL (-)

6 Burnup § axial max @ EOL (MWD/MTO)

7 Fraction of rod fission gas released @ EOL (-)

8 Fission gas density in plenum & gap @ EOL (M0LE/M**3)

9 Accumulated power shock @ axial max > -5000 W/M @ EOL
(W-HR/M)

10 Accumulated power shock @ axial max > 0 W/M 8 EOL
(W-HR/M)

11 Clad equivalent thermal creep at ridge @ axial max 8
EOL (-)

12 Linear power @ midstack @ max (W/M)

13 Pellet crack width at surface 6 midstack 6 max (-)

14 Fractional gas release on time step @ midstack @
max (-)

15 Clad circumferential stress at ridge @ midstack @
max (PA)

16 Clad circumferential creep strain at ridge § midstack
@ max (-)

17 Rod xenon gas molar fractional concentration @ max
(-)

18 Rod inner minus outer gas pressure § max (PA)

19 Linear power @ axial max @ max (W/M)

20 Volumetric power @ axial max § max (W/M**3)

21 Contact pressure at ridge @ axial max @ max (PA)

22 Fuel-clad unrestrained overlap @ axial max § mas (M)

23 Rod axial maximum minus minimum linear power @ max
(W/M)

-continued-
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TABLE 4.2 (continuation)

Independent Variables

24 Fuel centerline temperature @ axial max @ max
(deg. C)

25 Clad outer temperature @ axial max @ max (deg. C)

26 Clad circumferential stress at ridge @ max (PA)

27 Linear power 8 iodine cone. 8 axial max @ max
(W/M * G/CM**2)

28 Power shock 8 axial max @ max (W/M)

29 Abs. value rod axial stress gradient 8 max (PA/M)

30 Rod linear power axial convexity range (W/M**3)

31 Abs. value rod linear power axial flection 8 max
(W/M**4)

32 Rod creep strain axial convexity range (**-2)

33 Ridge contact pressure * iodine cone. 8 midstack
8 max (PA-G/CM**2)

34 Rod creep strain axial convexity 8 max pow-corr
(M**-2)

35 Axial height with centerline temp. > 1600 deg. C
@ max pow-corr (H)

36 Heat storage rate 8 axial max 8 max (W/M)

37 Dwell time with linear power @ axial max > 8000 W/M
(hr)

38 Dwell time with linear power 8 axial max > 16000 W/H
(hr)

39 Dwell time with linear power 8 axial max > 24000
W/M (hr)

40 Dwell time with linear oower @ axial max > 36000
W/M (hr)

41 Dwell time with power shock 8 axial max >-5000 W/M
(hr) ^ ^

42 Dwell time with^ower shock 8 axial max > 0 W/M (hr)

43 Dwell time with power ramp 8 axial max > 320 W/M
(hr)

44 Linear power ramp 8 axial max 8 max (W/M**3/hr)

45 Linear power ramp 8 axial max 8 max LGHR (W/M/hr)

46 Linear power * LHGR ramp 8 axial max 8 max
(W**2/M**2/hr)

-continued-
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TABLE 4.2 (continuation

Independent Variables

47 Power-corrosion * LHGR ramp @ axial max @ max
(W**2/M**2/hr*G/CM**2)

48 LHGR ramp with linear power @ axial max > 15000
W/M * max (W/M/hr)

49 LHGR ramp with linear power @ axial max < 15000
W/M @ max (W/M/hr)

50 LHGR ramp with linear power @ axial max > 24000
W/M * max (W/M/hr)

51 LHGR ramp with linear power § axial max < 24000
w/M @ max (W/M/hr)

52 Steepest power ramp after period > 1 hr & < 15000
W/M (W/M/hr)

53 Steepest power ramp after period > 1 hr & < 24000
W/M (W/M/hr)

54 Steepest power ramp after period > 100 hr &
> 15000 W/M (W/M/hr)

55 Steepest power ramp after period > 100 hr &
< 24000 W/M (W/M/hr)

56 # of LHGR rair.DS crossing 200 W/M/hr with LHGR
> 15000 W/M (-)

57 # of LHGR ramps crossing 1000 W/M/hr with LGHR
> 24000 W/M (-)

58 # of power cycles (-)
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Fig. 4.5 Power History for the Base Case at Low Power
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Pig. 4.9 Power History for Higher-Enrichment Case
at Low Power
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Pig. 4.10 Power History for Higher-Enrichment Case
at High Power
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in this work), including the power coastdown at the end

of the cycle, or calculating a new fuel enrichment

to match the discharge burnup obtained for the coastdown

case by. extending the cycle power history at full power.

As mentioned above, the best failure indicator is

high creep axial convexity at the point of maximum power-

corrosion. Creep axial convexity is defined as the second

derivative of creep strain with respect to axial position

on the rod. The point of maximum power-corrosion is the

time during the operating history at which the product of

fission power times ridge iodine concentration is maximum.

The functional behavior of the creep strain at the ridge

(%) is shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 for each case (Refer-

ence, coastdown and higher-enrichment) at both low and

high power.

In addition to creep strain, several other variables

were tracked over fuel life. The corresponding plots are

included in Appendix B. In all cases coastdown exhibits

a modest margin of improvement.

The fuel failure probability for the base case, at

low power, was found to be 2.38%, (+2.6%, -0.6%), where-

as for the coastdown case it was 2.39% (+2.6%, -0.16%);

for the higher fuel enrichment case the fuel failure prob-

ability was 2.48% (+2.6%, -0.7%).

At high power the fuel failure probability was found

to be the same for the three cases, that is, 38.6% (+12.3%,
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-7.7%). This case corresponds to the "peak" pin power, based

upon a conservative analysis (including margins of several

types) and thus should accentuate any adverse effects and

enhance intra-case difference. In view of these results,

there do not appear to be grounds for concern over the effect

of coastdown on fuel integrity insofar as current state-of-

the-art fuel modeling is concerned.

4.4 Summary and Conclusions

Effects on fuel integrity of extending burnup by two

alternative means: increasing enrichment to increase full

power burnup without coastdown and increasing burnup via

coastdown, have been evaluated using a fuel performance

program, SPEAR, developed by EPRI.

The Maine Yankee Reactor was used to provide a real-

istic frame of reference for these studies. The power

history for cycle 4 was made available bv the Yankee Atomic

Electric Corp.

Three cases have been considered: a base case, a

case in which cycle burnup was extended via power coastdown.

and a case in which the fuel enrichment was increased to

achieve the same burnup as the coastdown cases but at a

constant (average) power level.

The code predicted no statistically significant dif-

ference in fuel failure rates, as summarized in Table 4.3.
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TABLE 4.3

Fuel Failure Probability Predicted by

SPEAR for Casds studied in This Work

(Burnup)

1.

2.

3.

REFERENCE

(29,750 MWD/MT)

COASTDOWN

(31,980 MWD/MT)

HIGHER ENRICHMENT

(31,980 MWD/MT)

Fuel Failure
Probability

2.38%*

38.6%**

2.39%*

38.6%

2.48%*

38.6%**

Uncertainty

+ 2.6%, -0.6%

+12.3%, -7.7%

+ 2.6%, -0.6%

+12.3%, -7.7%

+ 2.6%, -0.7%

+12.3%, -7.7%

*At lower power: average core power

**At high power: peak rod power
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This, coupled with the qualitative assessment that

reducing power in the oldest fuel near the end of life

should constitute a beneficial strategy, prc 'ides some

assurance that coastdown decisions can be made without

excessive concern as to their effect on fuel performance.
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CHAPTER 5

EFFECTS OF VARIABLES ON COASTDOWN EFFECTIVENESS

5.1 Introduction

It is of interest to identify the effect on coastdown

effectiveness of the major parameters involved in plant oper-

ation. Once these parametric influences have been evaluated

an operational strategy can be formulated to get the most

out of the coastdown operation.

The effect of the number of steady-state batches, the

capacity factor at the beginning of coastdown, the availabil-

ity-based capacity factor and replacement energy cost will be

analyzed. The coastdown length-system energy cost function

is considered to evaluate the influence of each parameter.

The effect of unscheduled outages during coastdown oper-

ation is also examined. These parametric studies have been

carried out using the COASTDOWN code.

5.2 Effect of the Number of Fuel Batches

The improvement in ore usage with higher discharge

burnup is a well known characteristic of once-through fuel

cycles. The increase in discharge burnup is strongly influ-

enced by the number of in-core (steady-state) batches. In

the future power plants being driven to higher burnup will,

among other features, also tend to have cores subdivided

J
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into a larger number of batches.

There have already been specific studies of reactors

operating with fuel management strategies using 5 or 6 in-

core batches [F-2], [M-2]. Hence, it is of interest to deter-

mine the incentives of using coastdown as part of such manage-

ment options.

The net discharge burnup gain due to coastdown has been

defined (see section 2.5) as a function of both gross burnup

gain and the number of steady-state batches as follow:

n.6B » (iJj) A B Q (MWD/MT) (5.1)

where:

<5B * net cycle burnup gain (MWT/MT)

AB = gross cycle burnup increment (MWT/MT)

n » number of steady-state batches

The fractional reduction in ore usage due to coastdown

depends upon the fractional extension in the burnup of dis-

charged fuel as defined in Chapter 2 (Eg 2.104). Thus the

incentive to evaluate the effect of the number of steady-

state batches on coastdown is obvious.

The previously mentioned base case (section 2.2) has

been used, and the reload fuel enrichment has been kept con-

stant as the number of batches was varied from 1 to 6.

It has been found that as the number of batches is
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increased the optimal coastdown duration is shortened, and

the system energy cost increases. These findings are illus-

trated in Fig. 5.1.

The optimum coastdown duration is reduced from 79 days

(for a 1 batch-core) to 66 days (for a 6 batch-core). These

are the total coastdown durations: the net durations beyond

the normal end of cycle without coastdown are £0 and 10 days

respectively. Also note that fuel in an n-batch core experi-

ences n coastdown events during its in-core residence, hence

the total discharge fuel» burnup augmentation increases mono-

tonically with n, but at a less than linear rate, as shown in

Eq (5.1).

5.3 Effect of Capacity Factor

5.3.1 Capacity Factor at Beginning of Coastdown

When routine coastdown is to be initiated the reactor

is brought to full power and then the power is ramped down

at a linear rate. The effect on the optimum coastdown length

of this initial power level was evaluated using the previously

mentioned base case.

The capacity factor at the beginning of coastdown has

been varied (keeping all other parameters unchanged) from an

ideal value of 1.0 to a value equal to 0.8 of full power.

As seen in Fig. 5.2 the optimal coastdown length decreases,

and the system energy cost increases as the capacity factor
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(power level) value at beginning of coastdown decreases.

Optimal coastdown length drops from 73 days (L*1.0) to

36 days (L»0.8). Hence, coastdown duration depends strongly

on the ability to start at full power and avoid outages dur-

ing coastdown. In general one should coastdown until the

fraction of full power equals the mean capacity factor prior

to coastdown: as is readily seen in the first order approx-

imation for the optimum coastdown duration:

ip a C O

cop r ~

5.3.2 Availability-Based Capacity Factor

The availability-based capacity factor is the capacity

factor measured during normal operation before starting routine

coastdown or refueling. Its influence on the optimal coastdown

duration has been evaluated for the previously defined base

case and (keeping other factors constant) for values equal to

0.8, 0.7 and 0.6 (fraction of full power), using the COASTDOWN

code.

It has been observed that as the availability-based capa-

city factor is decreased (from 0.8 to 0.6) the optimal coast-

down duration increases (from 36 to 90 days). This is due to

the fact that, at the beginning of coastdown, the reactor is

assumed to be brought to full power; thus at a constant coast-

down rate the time to reach the mean capacity factor prior to
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coastdown is longer.

These results are illustrated in Fig. 5.3.

5.4 Replacement Energy Cost

It is of interest to evaluate the effect of replacement

energy cost during coastdown due to the fact that a reduction

in plant capacity factor requires generation or purchase of

replacement energy. In many instances this energy has to be

purchased from an oil-fired plant, at a high and rapidly in-

creasing cost differential relative to nuclear power.

Optimal coastdown duration has been calculated for three

values of replacement energy cost (30, 48 and 60 mills/kwhre)

and, as seen in Fig. 5.4, the optimum coastdown duration

decreases as the replacement energy cost rises. Thus utilities

face a trade off between routine coastdown to improve uranium

utilization and charges for replacement energy. This observa-

tion is consistent with the findings reported by Pilat [P-l]

and others as to the effect of replacement energy cost. It

also jibes with the calculations presented in Chapter 2, Table

2.3.

5.5 Unscheduled Outages During Coastdown

As mentioned above, replacement energy has to be purchased

during coastdown due to the decrease in power output. At high

replacement energy costs, routine coastdown becomes a trade off
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which has to be evaluated very carefully. Furthermore, the

economic model developed in this work assumes an availability-

based capacity factor during coastdown equal to 1.0: in other

words, no outages are assumed to occur during coastdown.

Data obtained from the Yankee Atomic Electric Corp.,

shows that this assumption is not quite true. Yankee Rowe,

Vermont Yankee and Maine have undergone 7 end-of-cycle coast-

downs altogether. Their experience totals 420 days of coast-

down operation, during which seven outages have occured.

This averages out to one every 60 days of coastdown. A point

worthy of notice is that during their normal operating cycles

these reactors experienced the same frequency of outages.

Another concern is that xenon poisoning can have a sig-

nificant impact on the ability to restart a reactor after

shutdown, because there is so little excess reactivity avail-

able for xenon override. If the reactor is not restarted

quickly the operator must wait hours for xenon to decay.

In view of the fact that outages do occur during coastdown

it is recommended that a probabilistic treatment be combined

with the economic analysis used here to determine the extent

to which the optimum (expected) duration of a coastdown might

be reduced. This analysis should include a probabilistic model

of the outage duration and a xenon override constraint.
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5.6 Summary and Conclusions

In order to formulate an optimal fuel management strat-

egy and define a preferred coastdown practice, the effect of

the major-parameters involved in plant operation on its

effectiveness has to be identified. The COASTDOWN code has

been used to evaluate the effects of the number of steady-

state batches, the capacity factor at the beginning of

coastdown, the availability-based capacity factor and replace-

ment energy cost. The effect of unscheduled outages during

coastdown has also been identified as a potentially important

topic.

A parametric study was made on the previously defined

base case (section 2.2), keeping fixed the fuel reload enrich-

ment and all parameters other than the factor whose effect was

to be evaluated.

It was found that as the number of steady-state batches

is increased the optimal cycle coastdown length decreases.

The optimum coastdown duration was found to depend strongly

on the ability to start at full power. An ideal value of 1.0

for the capacity factor (power level) at the beginning of

coastdown is clearly to be preferred. This, coupled with

coastdown until the fraction of full power equals the means

capacity factor prior to coastdown defines a simple fuel

management strategy which correlates well with far more elab-

orate approaches requiring the application of detailed
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economic models.

As the availability-based capacity factor was decreased,

the coastdown duration was increased: a longer time is re-

quired to reach the mean capacity factor prior to coastdown.

Optimal coastdown duration was found to decrease as the re-

placement energy cost increases.

The probability of an outage occurring during coastdown

was found to be about the same as during normal operation.

Due to the limited data available at the present moment, the

uncertainty on this finding is very appreciable. Nevertheless,

it is clear that a probabilistic/economic analysis of the

coastdown evolution should be carried out, including the

constraint of xenon override. For very long coastdown periods,

such as might be needed to approach economic breakeven, the

effect of outages Might be to substantially reduce the targeted

coastdown duration.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 introduction and Summary

The deferral of commercial fuel reprocessing, due in

part to nuclear proliferation concerns, as reflected by

the Nonproliferation Alternative System Assessment Program

(NASA) [U-l], has prompted renewed interest in the status of

uranium utilization policy in order to maximize the energy

output from the available U.S. uranium reserves.

DOE has been funding work in this area at MIT: Fujita

[F-2] and more recently Sefcik [S-3] have carried out studies

developing and applying methodologies for estimating uranium

savings in PWRs. Uranium savings due to higher burnup achiev-

ed by extending cycle length using coastdown has been deter-

mined to be one of the most attractive short term options.

The many promising aspects identified in this earlier

work, plus the continuing existence of some unresolved ques-

tions which are apparently inhibiting increased adoption of

this mode of operation, motivated the present study of the coast-

down option. Although this work has been focused on uranium

utilization improvements in PWRs, BWRs could profit equally

well from many of the conclusions reached in this study.

The reactor can still be made critical after full power end-of-life

has been reached by utilizing the positive reactivity insertion from
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reduced fuel and coolant temperature (due to the negative

temperature/power coefficients) and from the reduced xenon

poisoning at lower power levels. This alternative allows

one to increase the energy output per ton of fuel with

beneficial economic results.

6.2 Conclusions

In order to assess the economic benefits from routine

coastdown a simple but accurate economic model has been devel-

oped.

This model was found to take the form of the following

equations. For system energy cost, e8 we have:

e s " (A + e
r

} - L < e
r
 + ef> (mills/Kwhre) (6.1)

where

A » fixed cost of the plant ($/Mwhre)

L = overall capacity factor

er = replacement energy cost (mills/Kwhre)

ef=fuel cycle cost (mills/Kwhre)

The fuel cycle cost has been modeled as follows:

_ [ f M i C l F l G l 1 + [ M f a b C B F B G B ]

E

The first term (between brackets) in the numerator is the

composite front-end transaction and the second term is the

composite back-end transaction.
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Front-end transactions are treated as a depreciable

investment, whereas the back-end transaction is an expensed

cost. The term E in Eq (6.2) is the total energy produced

by one batch during its in-core residence time.

The irradiation time has been defined in terms of coast-

down length as follows:

Tfo" Sl^o 1«-* Tc 2lq + TC + TR <6'3)

where:

T- * duration of at-power operation with coastdown

r » coastdown rate {%power/100/day)

TR a refueling downtime

Lf 3 operating capacity factor

L * instantaneous capacity factor (power level)
at the start of coastdown, ideally 1.0

Tc * coastdown duration

n * number of steady-state batches

The linear reactivity model of core behavior has been

used to derive an expression for the net equilibrium coast-

down burnup increment. When coastdown is practiced every

cycle, the net cycle burnup increment is just a fraction
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of the gross burnup increment and given by:

6B - (n+i)
 A B

O (MWD/MT) (6.4)

where:

6B • net cycle burnup increment

AB = gross burnup increment

n = number of steady-state batches

The fuel discharge burnup increment is just the cycle

burnup increment times the number of steady-state batches,

as follows:

(MWD/MT) (6.5)

The overall capacity factor has been defined in terms of

coastdown length:

(6.6)

This expression yields an acceptable approximation for the

optimum coastdown length, which is taken to be the value

which maximizes the capacity factor, namely:

Tc _ » c_ ° _ ° R (6.7)
n
fo

'°P * r-f/n+H T-. + T R ]
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where L g o (6.8)

It has been found that these approximations are often

acceptable in view of the very shallow nature of the overall

capacity factor vs. coastdown duration curve near the optimum.

An expression for the time to reach the breakeven point

has also been derived; it was found to be just twice the optimum

duration.

When the fuel cycle cost term is incorporated into analy-

sis of optimum coastdown duration the following expression is

derived:

lc
<LC - Lo) Tf o • 2TR] - (n-1) LQ T R • (Tfo+TR)

op

r[(n+l)Tfo+ 2TR] •
ef

r t

r(T

(6.9)

The assumptions which permitted inclusion of fuel cycle costs

in such a simple manner yield an expression which gives an

upper bound on the optimal duration, as shown in Table 6.1.

The time between the end of coastdown and the end-of-

cycle without coastdown has been defined as the "net coastdown

interval" and is given by:

Tcnet Tc
o p
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The above approximate analytic expressions have been checked

against a computer code (COASTDOWN), developed to facilitate

the use of the complete economic model, without simplification

and found to be acceptable. The economic model was in turn

verified against the SIMMOD program [A-l] and found to agree

within an acceptable margin of error.

Worthwhile savings in U30g (7.7%) were found to be possible

without any change in current fuel designs. Use of higher fuel

enrichment in order to match the same coastdown discharge burn-

up was found to yield a smaller ore savings (by a factor of 2)

than those obtained by means of coastdown.

When coastdown is carried out all the way up to the econ-

omic breakeven point uranium savings of 16.5% are registered.

Therefore, if not limited by fuel integrity constraints, this

alternative should be employed to further the collective goal

of conserving uranium.

It has been found that, as the starting (no-coastdown)

discharge burnup is increased, routine coastdown becomes pro-

portionately less attractive in terms of ore savings. In the

range (30,000-60,000) MWD/MT ore savings drop from 7.3% to

2.9% when the cycle is extended up to the optimum coastdown

duration. These findings are illustrated in Fig. 6.1.

It was found that the total uranium savings relative to

the base case (30,000 MWD/MT without coastdown) increases raon-

otonically as a function of coastdown length, although at a

less-than-linear rate.



TABLE 6.1

Optimum Coastdown Duration Calculated from the

Different Models Developed in This Work

Variation

Base

T R -
TR =

Tfo

Tfo

L c "

Lc a

L f '

n «

n •

n =»

r »

r •

s Case

• 0.15 (yr)

»0.25 (yr)

= 1.4 (yr)

- 0.4 (yr)

' 0.8

< 0.9

= 0.6

2

4

6

0.4%/day

0.6%/day

continued

T (1)
c

75

76

82

69

86

36

55

90

76

71

66

90

62

T (2)
c

67

71

77

65

76

27

47

86

70

66

64

84

56

m O )
c

79

82

88

76

89

40

59

96

85

75

71

99

66



TABLE 6.1 continuation

Optimum Coastdown Duration Calculated from the

Different Models Developed in This Work

Variation

er * 30$/Mwhre

er = 60$/Mwhre

ef = 5$/Mwhre

ef = 9$/Mwhre

Tc(l)

79

71

69

77

Tc(2)

67

67

67

67

Tc(3)

87

76

75

83

T_ = optimum coastdown length generated by
COASTDOWN Code

(2)T ' = optimum coastdown length generated by
the "second order approximation" (Eq 2.38)

T s optimum coastdown duration generated by
Eq 2.56

BASE CASE: T R * 0.1 yr, T f Q - 0.9 yr, Lc » 1.0, Lf « 0.7

n » 3, r - 0.5%/day, e r - 48$/Mwhref ef - 7$/Mwhre

•«4
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Utaniua Usag«

rSTÜ30» >
Gw(e).yr'

210-

200-

190-

180

170

160

150

140

C D to
breakeven

I
30000 40000 50000 60000

Buxnup without Coastdown
(MUD/HI)

Fig. 6.1 Ore Requirements (STU30|/GWe.yr) as a Function
of Burnup Without Coastdown for the Various
Modes of Operation
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The thermodynamic efficiency of the plant has been

evaluated during coastdown. Three coastdown modes have

been contemplated, namely, temperature coastdown (decrease

in inlet and hence core-average temperature), power coastdown

and a combination of both. This was done using two computer

programs: WABCORE and BAHAR. The Maine Yankee Reactor was

chosen as the reference design. It was found that when the

reactor inlet temperature is decreased, no appreciable de-

crease is incurred in the overall efficiency of the plant.

When the thermal power was decreased from full power down

to a power level of 40% the. thermodynamic efficiency was pre-

dicted to decrease slightly. These results have been checked

against actual data from the operation of the Maine Yankee

Reactor during its coastdown cycle. No appreciable change

in thermodynamic efficiency was experienced by Maine Yankee

during power coastdown operation. This observation is support-

ed by evidence in the literature [D-5]. Based on this result

it would appear that any changes in thermodynamic efficiency

during coastdown are sufficiently small to justify use of the

simple models introduced in the present work to account for

such effects.

A point worth noting is the concern expressed by some

reactor owners regarding turbine restrictions when coastdown

is practiced by taking feedwater heaters out of service be-

cause of the redistribution of steam flow within the turbine

and the variation of component pressures from their design
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values. As a consequence of those changes, parts of the tur-

bine may be forced to work beyond their warranted design val-

ues. Qualification of turbines under operating conditions

associated with pre-planned coastdown, with specific atten-

tion to flexibility of operation at reduced feedwater temper-

atures should be contemplated, and the effort to achieve this

goal weighed against the economic benefits achieved from the

practice of coastdown.

Effects on fuel integrity of extending burnup via coast-

down have been evaluated using a fuel performance code (SPEAR).

This code predicted no statistically significant difference

in fuel failure. This, coupled with the qualitative assess-

ment that reducing power in the oldest fuel near the end of

life should constitute a beneficial strategy, provides some

assurance that coastdown decisions can be made without excess-

ive concern as to their effect on fuel performance.
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Work

Based upon the results of the present work, the re-

commendations for future work are as follows:

1. A probabilistic/ecomomic analysis of coastdown should

be carried out, including the constraint of xenon over-

ride. In very long coastdown operations, such as might

be needed to approach economic breakeven, the effects

of outages might reduce the target coastdown duration.

2. The concern expressed by some reactor owners regarding

turbine restrictions when coastdown is practiced sug-

gests a deeper analysis of this area. When feedwater

heaters are taken out of service, there is a redistrib-

ution of steam flow within the turbine and local pres-

sures vary from their design values.

As a consequence el these changes, parts of the

turbine may be forced to work beyond their warranted

design values.

It is recommended that qualification of turbines

under operating conditions associated with pre-planned

coastdown be evaluated, as well as the flexibility of op-

eration at reduced feedwater temperature.

The effort to achieve this goal should be weighed

against the economic benefits from the practice of coast-

down.
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3. Evaluation of routine coastdown in the recycle mode

is also recommended. Although recycle is currently

deferred in the US, this may not be the situation in-

definitely, and LWR recycle may well be implemented

elsewhere.
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APPENDIX A

THE COASTD0WN PROGRAM

In this appendix the computer program which has

been written to incorporate the coastdown economic model

is documented.

Multiple cases can be run by specifying N (the num-

ber of cases); hence parametric studies can be run by

varying one parameter per case (when just one case is to

be run, N is set equal to 1).

The definitions of the parameters involved, and pre-

scriptions for the input data are summarized in Table A.I.

The COASTDOWN program and a sample case are at the

end of this appendix. The printout contains: miscell-

aneous financial information, which includes the fixed

costs of the plant as calculated from the data, plus all

the financial data. The discount rate which has been cal-

culated by the program, unit costs and mass flow per

batch. The "energy information" section of the output

contains data regarding the plant operational parameters.

In addition, the results of the run are listed,

which include the cycle duration, capacity factor, fuel

cycle cost (mills/kwhre), system energy cost (mills/kwhre)

and net coastdown duration for each coastdown evolution

(days).
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To find the optimum coastdown length one needs

only to identify the maximum value of the capacity

factor (when fuel cycle costs are assumed to be con-

stant) , or the minimum value of the system energy cost.

In the same manner, the breakeven duration can be

located at either the capacity factor or system energy

cost that matches the value without coastdown.

A full printout for the base case studied in this

work concludes this appendix.
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TABLE A.I
Coastdown Input

Card No.

r-l

2

3

4

Column

1-2

1-10

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-37

38-44

45-51

Format

12

F10.7

F10.7

F10.7

F10.7

F10.2

F10.7

F10.0

F10.0

F10.0

F10.0

F10.0

F10.1

F10.1

i
F10.1

F1.0

F7.0

F7.0

Symbol

N

TR

«fo

DLC

DLF

BN
xni

TAX

PFB

PRB

PFS

PRS

MORE

MSWU

MFAB

CORE

CSWU

CFAB

Variable Definition

Number of cases

Refueling downtime,
(yrs)
Time at power with-
out coastdown, (yrs)
Capacity factor at
beginning of coast-
down

Availability-based
capacity factor

Number of fuel batches
Coastdown rate, (%)

Tax fraction, (%/100)

Debt fraction

Rate of return to
bond holders (%/yr/100)

Equity fraction

Rate of return to stock-
holders, (%/yr/100)

Ore mass flow per
batch, UbU30g)

Separative work require
ments per batch, (kgSWU

Heavy metal loading pez
batch, (kg HM)

Ore unit price,
<$/ibu3o8)
SWU unit price,
($/kg SWU)

Fabrication unit price,
($/kg HM)

Continued
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TABLE A.I - Coastdown Input (continuation)

Card No.

4

5

6

7

Column

52-58

59-65

66-72

1-6

7-10

1-10

11-20

1-12

13-24

25-36

Format

F7.2

F7.2

F7.2

F6.4

F4.1

F10.0

F10.0

F12.0

F12.0

F12.0

Symbol

TORE

TSWU

TFAB

YE

B

HEATR

ETA

UNIT

OPERT

ER

Variable Definition

Lead time for ore
transaction

Lead time for en-
richment transac-
tion, <yr)

Lead time for fab-
rication transac-
tion, (yr)

Escalation rate,
(%/yr/100)

Lag time for back-
end transaction
with respect to
EOL, (yr)

Thermal output
(MWth)

Plant efficiency,
MWE/MWTH

Capital cost,
($/Kwe)

Operating costs,
($/Kwe.yr)

Replacement energy
costs, (millsAwhre)



REAL MORE,MSWU.MFAB,ITC
100 TORMAT (4Ft0 .7 ,F10 .2 .F10 .7 )
110 FORMAT (8F10.0)
120 FORMAT (3F I0 .1 .3F7 .0 .3F7 .2 )
130 FORMAT (F6 .4 .F4 .1 .F10 .0 )
140 FORMAT (2F10.0)
150 FORMAT (3F12.0)
160 FORMAT ( ' I ' , / / / / / / / / / 3 7 X , ' • • * • • • • * « • • • • • • • • • • MISCELLANAEOUS FINA

• NCIAL INFORMATION • • * • • • * • • • • * • • * • > • • » * • • )
170 FORMAT (/ / / /22X,1 INCOME TAX«',F5.3 /Z2X.'B0ND FRACTION«'.F5.2./22X

•,'STOCK FRACTION«',F5.2,/22X,'RATE Ce RETURN TO BOND-'.F5.2./22X.
• «RATE OF RETURN TO STOCK«',F5.2,//::2<.'DISCOUNT RATE-' ,F7.4,
• / / 2 2 X ,
•'ANNUAL FIXES CHARGE«',F5.2. ' (1/YR,' , /22X.'CAPITAL INVESTMENTS-1,
• F8.2.'(S/KUE)',/22X,«OPERATING COS'S«',F6. 2.«(S/KWE VR) ' , / 22X ,
• 'FIXED COSTS OF THE PLANT«' ,F8 . 4 , ' .«ILL/KWHE)' , / / 22X .« ESCALATION
«RATE FOR ELECTRICITY. \FS.2 , / / /22X 'JOST OF O R E » ' . F 6 . 2 , ' ( $ / L B ) • ,

/^^A. 'VOi l OF trtRlCHMENY»',ri.<, yi/imul . / « « A , COST OF FABRICATES
• N«' , F 7 . 2 V (S/KGHM) ' . / 2 2 X , «BACK END COSTS-' , F 7 . 2 , ' (S/KGHM)',/'
•,22X,*REPLACEMENT ENERGY COST-' ,F6.2. ' (MILLS/KNHE)')

175 FORMAT ( / /22X. '0RE MASS- ' .F10 .2 . ' I .6 U3O8)'./22X,«SWU MASS«',F10.2
• •'(KG SWU)',/22X.'HEAVY METAL LOADUO»',F9.2.'(KG HM)')

180 FORMAT ( « 1 V / / / / / / / / 4 5 X , • • • • • • • • ENEÜGV INFORMATION • • « • • • • • )
190 FORMAT (//// /22X,•THERMAL POWER-«,-«.2,•(MWTH)1,//22X,'EFFICIENCY-

• ' .F6.3. / /22X, 'NUMBER OF BATCHES«',.2)
195 FORMAT (/22X.'REFUELING DOWNTIME-' F 3 . 3 , ' ( Y R S ) ' , / / 2 2 X , ' T I M E AT POW

• ER WITHOUT COAST DOWN-«,F6.3, • (YRSV•,//22X.'CAP.FACTOR AT BEGINNIH
•G OF COAST 00WN«',F5.2, / /22X, 'AVAI A3ILITV-BASE0 CAP.FACTOR-'.F5.2
*. / /22X, 'COAST DOWN RATE- ' ,F5.2 j« (*,C»Y)« )

FORMAT(////15X1TO FIND THE OPTIMUM C3ASTD0WN DURATION:')
F0RMAT(//22X,>1)IDENTIFY THE MAXIMl« VALUE OF THE CAPACITY FACTOR

• IF EF«O, OR«)
FORMAT (/22X.'2)1DENTIFV THE MINIMUM SYSTEM COST VALUE.')
FORMAT C 1 < / / / / / / / / / 8 X . « D A Y S ON CD« .8X, «CYCLE OUR. (YR) ' ,8X.'CAP.

• FACTOR ' .ex, 'FUEL CYCLE COST',BX,'SYSTEM COST',8X.'NET COASTOOMN*)
210 FORMAT ( /12X. I3 ,17X,FS.3 . tSX,F6 .4 .13X.F9 .« .12X,F9 .« .12X, I3 )
230 FORMAT (12)

00 300 1-1.N
READ(5,*)TR,TF0.DLC,0LF,BN,XRT
NBN-IFIX(BN)
REA0(5,*)TAXlPFB.PRBlPFS,PRS
READ(5,*)M0RE,MSWU.MFAB,CORE,CSWU.i MB.TOJtC.TSWU.TFAB
READ(5,*)VE.8,CBACK
READ(5,*)HEATR,ETA

CD

196
197

198
200



READ!S,*)UNIT.OPERT,ER
OISRA*!1-TAX)*PFB*PRB«PFS*PRS
PHY>DISRA/!1-TAX)
»«((PHY*UWIT+OPERT)»1000)/B766
CFRONT>M0RE*C0RE*EXP!DISRA*T0RE)+MStaU*CSWU*EXP(0tSRA«TSWU)4MFAB*

•CFAB*EXP!OISRA*TFAB)
WRITE!11.160)
WRITE!11.170)TAX.PFB,PFS.PRB.PRS.DtSRA.PHY.UNIT.OPERT.A.YE,CORE.

* CSWU.C FAB,CflACK,ER
WRITE!11,175)MORE.MSWUtMFAB
WRITE!11.180)
WRITE!11,190)HEATR,ETA,NBN
WRITE!1l.195)TR.TF0.0LC,0LFtXRT
WRITEI11.196)
WRITE!11,197)
WRITE!11,198)
WRITE!11.200)
no «n iTrx-t,9on
ITC-ITCX/365-J5
RT.XRT»3.6525
R-XRT/100.
Y«FLOAT!ITCX)
X»!1.-!!8N-1.)*0LC#!l.-R«Y/!2.»0LC.)/!!BN*1.)*0LF))>»Y
!NET>IFlX(Xt0.5)
T«ITC*TR*TFO-!!BN-1)»!ITC«DtC-RT«I- C**2/2);
OL.(OLF*TFO*(2/(8N+1))»(ITC*OLC-IIT«ITC«»2/2))/T
FFRONT»( 1/(1-TAX) )*EXP(0ISRA*BN*T/:-)-!TAX/!1-TAX))
CFRONT>EXP!-VE*BN*T/2)
F6ACK.EXP(-01SH*»(8*BN»T/2))
GBACK«EXP!-VE*((BN*T/2)-B))
EF»(CFR0NT*FFR0NT*GFRQNT+MFAB«C9ACI.«>BACK*GBACK)/(a7M*HEATR*ETA«

•OL*T)
ES«A+ER-OL»!ER-EF)
WRITE!11,210)ITCX,T.BL.EF.ES.INET
IF(M0D(ITCX.20).EQ.0)WRITE!11.200)

. SO CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE

STOP
END
END



»*•**••••••*•••••••• MISCELLANAEOUS FINANCIAL INFORMATION •••*•*•••••*•••»•••••

INCOME TAX* 0.50
BOND FRACTION« 0.50
STOCK FRACTION« 0.50
RATE OF RETURN TO BOND« O.OB
RATE OF RETURN TO STOCK- 0.15

DISCOUNT RATE« 0.0950

ANNUAL FIXED CHARGE* 0.19M/YR)
CAPITAL INVESTMENTS« 1000.00(S/KHE)
OPERATING COSTS« 35.00($/KWE VR)
FIXED COSTS OF THE PLANT« 2S.6673(MILL/KWHE)

ESCALATION RATE FOR ELECTRICITY« 0.04

COST OF ORE« 40.00(S/LB)
COST OF ENRICHMENT« 110.0 (S/SWU)
COST OF FABRICATION» 120.00(S/KGHM)
BACK END COSTS' 250.00(S/KGHM)
REPLACEMENT ENERGY COST« 4B.00(MILLS/KWHE)

00

ORE MASS« 468795.37(LB U3O8)
SWU MASS« 1436B4.00CKG SWU)
HEAVY METAL LOADED« 29670.00(KG HM)



* • • • * • • ENERGY INFORMATION * • * • • • •

THERMAL POWER» 3450.00(MWTH)

EFFICIENCY* 0.342

NUMBER OF BATCHES« 3

REFUELING DOWNTIME« O.tOO(YRS)

TIME AT POWER WITHOUT COAST DOWN« 0.900(YRS)

CAP.FACTOR AT BEGINNING OF COAST DOWN- 1.00

AVAILABILITY-BASED CAP.FACTOR- 0.70

COAST DOWN RATE» 0.50(X/DAY) 00

TO FIND THE OPTIMUM COASTDOWN DURATION:

1)IDENTIFY THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE CAPACITY FACTOR IF EF«O. OR

2)IDENTIFY THE MINIMUM SYSTEM COST VALUE.



DAYS ON C O

1

2

3

4

S

•

7

9

10

11

12

13
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CYCLE DUR.(YR)

1.001

1.002 -

1.002

1.003

1.004

1.005

1.006

1.007

1.007

1.008

1.009

1.010

1.011

1.012

1.013

1.014

1.015

1.016

1.017

1.018

CAP. FACTOR

0.6309

0.6317

0.6326

0.6334

0.6342

0.6350

0.6358

0.6366

0.6373

0.6380

0.6388

0.6395

0.6402

0.6409

0.6415

0.6422

0.6428

0.6435

0.6441

0.6447

FUEL CYCLE COST

«.955303

«.937213

«.919312

«.901602

«.884080

«.866734

«.849570

«.832581

«.815769

«.799138

8.782684

«.766404

«.750281

S.734341

(.718571

«.702959

«.687518

«.672242

«.657123

«.642166

SYSTEM COST

49.035217

48.990448

48.946304

48.902802

48.859985

48.817764

48.776215

48.735306

48.695038

48.655441

48.616486

48.578186

48.540482

48.503464

48.467087

48.431335

48.396240

48.361801
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CYCLE DUR.(YR)
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1.039

CAP. FACTOR

0.6452

0.6458

0.6464

0.6469

0.6474

0.6480

0.6485

0.6489

0.6494

0.6499

0.6503

0.6508

0.6512

0.6516

0.6520

0.6523

0.6527

0.6531

0.6534

0.6537

FUEL CYCLE COST

«.627368

8.612729

«.598246

«.583920

«.569753

«.555734

8.541866

S.528153

8.514595

8.501175
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8.474773
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8-448962

8.436261

8.423714

8.411299

8-399023

8.386894

8-374892

SYSTEM COST

48.262238
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48.138458

48.109039
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47.971725
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47.873108
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CYCLE DUR.(YR)

1.995
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1.100
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1.110

1.112

1.113

1.115
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1.118

1.120

1.122

1.124

1.125

1.127

CAP. FACTOR

0.6SS8

0.6556

0.6554

0.65S2

0.6SS0

0.6547

0.6544

0.6542

0.6539

0.6538

0.6533

0.6530

0.6526

0.6523

0.6519

0.6516

0.6512

0.6508

0.6504

0.6500

FUEL CYCLE COST

7.990070

7.983058

7.976164

7.969364

7.962669

7.956081

7.949597

7.943217

7.936929

7.930744

7.924664

7.918671

7.912792

7.907003

7.901320

7.895730

7.890232

7.884832

7.879542

7.874342

SYSTEM COST

47.427338

47.430923
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47.478622
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181

182

183

184

185

1 8 6

187

188

1 8 9

190

191

192

1 0 3

194

1 9 5

1 9 6

197

1 9 8

199

200

CYCLE OUR.(YR)

1.302

1.304

1.307

1.309

1.312

1.315

1.317

. .320

1.322

1.325

1.328

1.330

1.333

1.336

1.338

1.341

1.344

1.347

1.349

1.352

CAP. FACTOR

0.5882

0.5871

0.S8S1

0.5850

0.5839

0.5828

0.5818

0.5807

0.5796

0.578S

0.3774

0.5763

0.5752

0.5740

0.5729

0.5718

0.5707

0.S695

0.5684

0.5672

FUEL CYCLE COST

7.745402

7.747218

7.749119

7.751100

7.753163

7.755300

7-757526

7.759826

7.762216

7.764688

7.767234

7.769858

7.772575

7.775370

7.778239

7.781196

7.784241

7.787360

7.790560

7.793843

SYSTEM COST

49.990662

50.034225

50.078079

50.122192

50.186550

50.211166

50.256027

50.301132

50.346512

50.392151

50.438019

50.484131

50.530472

50.577057

50.623871

50.670929

50.718216

50.765732

50.813461

50.861404

NET COASTOOWN
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1 1 6
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1 1 9

120
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APPENDIX B

FUEL FAILURE PROBABILITY INDICATORS

As mentioned in Chapter 4, in fuel failure probability

prediction there are several parameters that are considered

as important failure indicators such as Rod Fission Gas

Release Fractions, Gap Conductance, Fuel Centerline Tempera-

ture and Contact Pressure at Ridge.

In this appendix the functional behavior of these indi-

cators predicted by SPEAR for the cycles analyzed in this

work are documented.

Each parameter's behavior has been evaluated at low

and high power, for the reference, coastdown and higher fuel

enrichment cases.

It is of interest to examine the functional behavior

of these parameters when coastdown is practiced, due to the

fact that any appreciable detrimental change in these para-

meters with respect to those of the reference case may lead

to an increase in the fuel failure probability.

Figures B.I and B.2 show the functional behavior of

the fraction of total fission gas produced that is released

for the cases studied in this work. Notice that the rod

fission gas release fraction is the same for the reference

and coastdown cases. Thus routine coastdown does not intro-

duce any change in this parameter during the cycle durations
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examined in this analysis. For the higher fuel enrichment

a greater release value is observed, but one without any

statistical significance.

Figs. B.3 and B.4 show the functional behavior of

the gap conductance for the reference, coastdown and higher

fuel enrichment cases at both low and high power.

The conductance of the open gap can be written as

follows:

gap tgap
 +

The last term on the right is an approximate radiation

contribution. Temperasture T is the average of the cladding-

inner-wall and fuel surface values and e , e. are the emissiv-
c f

ities for fuel cladding and fuel, respectively. The term

t is the gap thickness, and the thermal conductivity of

the gas mixtures that develop as a result of the release of

fission gases from the fuel is approximately given by:

kg * <kHe> <kXe > <B'2>

In Eq. B.2 all the fission gaues are taken to be xenon,

which is the largest component, and the mixture is considered

as a binary one of helium atom fraction x . The factors

k and k are the helium and xenon thermal conductivity,

respectively. As can be seen, at the beginning of the

cycle the gap conductance is dominated by the gas conductiv-

ity factor and the thickness of the gap. As a result of
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thermal expansion and swelling of both the fuel and the

cladding, the fuel-cladding gap may close.

For a closed gap the conductance can be approximated

by:

\ + C(-T$t] Z7S <B.3)hg ' 6 + g \ gf
 + C(T$t

Where: k_ and k are the thermal conductivities of the fuel
£ C

and cladding, respectively, and P^ is the interfacial pres-

sure in the presence of plastic deformation. This term

dominates the gap conductance factor as the irradiation

time progress, thereby increasing the gap conductance. In

Figs. B.3 and B.4 drops in gap conductance can be observed.

They are due to shutdown periods in which contractions in

the pellet are experienced. As can be seen, when power

coastdown is carried out the pressure contact dependency on

the gap conductance decreases as well as the gas conductiv-

ity (dominated by Xenon at this point) promoting the corre-

sponding decrease in the gap conductance.

For the high power case, one can observe an earlier

increase in gap conductance due to the fact that the contact

pressure dependency becomes more pronounced for an early

increase in fuel swelling.

The functional behavior of the fuel centerline tempera-

ture is shown in Figs. B.5 and B.6. The effects of the fuel

densification due to grain growth, formation of a central
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Fig. B.5 Fuel Centerline Temperature History,
Low Power Cases
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void, fuel swelling due to heating and burnup, changes in

conductivity due to changes in U02 stoichiometry and the

decrease in contact-heat-transfer coefficients due to dilu-

tion of fill gases with released fission product gases, on

the fuel centerline temperature are observed during the

cycle. The temperature jump at high power is due to the

increase in gas release - as a consequence of which gas

conductivity drops.

Notice the drop in fuel temperature as power coastdown

is practiced.

The role of thermal expansion, fuel swelling and cladding

swelling in changing the fuel-cladding gap conductance, which

causes the fuel temperature to vary with irradiation time

is evident even though the coolant temperature at a particu-

lar axial location is constant.

The difference between the coefficients of thermal expan-

sion of the fuel and the cladding determines whether the

initial fuel-cladding gap closes or remains open when the

fuel element is brought to power. If the initial gap is

small, as in the case studied here, and the fuel expands more

than the cladding, the two come into contact. The resulting

pressure at the interface is known as the contact or inter-

facial pressure. The contact area per unit of gross inter-

facial area increases with the interfacial pressure because

of plastic deformation. This deformation is first manifested
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at the fuel pellet ridge, increasing with irradiation at

constant power. As power coastdown is carried out reversible

plastic deformation is experienced and a drop in the contact

pressure at the ridge occurs.

At high power one finds that when fuel is brought to

power a significant contact pressure occurs, which is nearly

10 times that at low power. This fact has a significant

influence on the fuel failure probability at high power.

Figures B.7 and B.8 illustrate the above situation.

In Summary, all of the parameters examined confirm the

benign nature of coastdown as a reactor operating tactic.
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APPENDIX C

REPEATED COASTDOWN

In this appendix simple prescriptions are derived to

compute the discharge burnup increment gained due to repeated

coastdown.

When coastdown is practiced in just one cycle, the

perturbation is propagated as a converging oscillation

through subsequent cycles. We have analyzed this case in

Chapter 2.

If coastdown is practiced every cycle to a negative

end-of-cycle reactivity, then an end of cycle balance gives:

Compared to the case without coastdown:

0 - "on " T 1 A<H> <c'2>

Subtracting the above equations yields:

(c'3>

or

A B = nTl (Ä£) (MWD/MT) (C.4)

Which is the increase in steady state fuel discharge

burnup; on a relative basis, therefore:

AB m fc_
° ^on
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The cycle burnup increment is:

ABcycle * = ^ (^> tMWD/MT)

The cycle burnup increment can also be calculated

using the model previously defined in section 2.2.

Recalling the terminology (see Fig 2.2), define the

cycle burnup without coastdown.

B = L fT f o (MWD/MT) (C.7)

The cycle burnup with coastdown is:

T
BC = LfTf + Y-{l*c + Lx) (MWD/MT) (C.8)

The burnup increment due to coastdown is then:

TcAB - LfTf + ^S(LC + Lx) - Lf T f Q (C.9)

Recall that:

Tf " Tfo " n?T<TcLc " I Tc2> JTt <c'10>

And:

r - Lc " Lx (C.ll)
Tc

Substituting Eqs CIO and C.ll into Eq C.9 yields:

4B • ülr«b+ V T- <

T
Notice that (Lc + Lx) -^ is the gross burnup

achieved during the coastdown operation. Hence:
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A B s 6Bnet " <nTT)ABgross (C14)

As was asserted in Chapter 2, Eq 2.77.

Comparison of Eqs (C.13) and (C.6) indicates that
pc* 7—. Finally, while Eq (C.13I applies to repeated

coastdown, it also holds if we identify AB as the
gross

increment in an isolated one-time-only coastdown, in which

case <5B . is the net sum of the plus and minus perturba-

tions for the coastdown cycle and all subsequent cycles.
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